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COVER PICTURE 

FOUR-POWER MEETING — Caps of 

the coinmandants of the four occupy- 

ing powers in Berlin are lined up on a M l L I TA RY G OV E R N M E N T 

table in the foyer of the French Mil- . 
itary Government headquarters as the 

commandants meet to discuss the prob- 
Jems arising after the lifting of the INFORMA’ ION 

Berlin blockade, Left to right in front 

of the globe are: American, Soviet, 

British and French. (US Army photo) 
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= Civilian Personnel News Letter = 
This is the first of a series of news letters circulated for the purpose of = 

= disseminating information concerning interpretations of regulations. = 
= The information contained is based upon questions and information = 
= referred to Office of the Personnel Officer, OMGUS, for interpretation = 
= or decision and on cable information received from the Department of = 
= ihe Army. Personnel are requested to refer unusual or precedent cases = 
= to OMGUS headauarters for inclusion in the subject letters. = 

= Q. Is a new employment agree- Q. A former federal emloyee who = 
= ment required when an employee was paid at CAF-11, step 2, is = 
= returns to the United States for a appointed on 1 April 1948 to an = 
= period of leave under the provis- excepted position after a break in = 
= ions of CPR L1, service at the minimum salary ot 2 

= A. No, only when he returns CAF-11. Can the discrepancy be = 

= under the provisions of CPR 150.6 Corrected and the employee be = 
= (OMGUS Personnel Bulletin H-40, Teslored to step 2 even though = 
= F-21). there is no notation of tentative = 
= salary establishment on the SF 50? = 
= Q. Can former military personnel A. Yes, provided the salary ad- = 

= who were separated to accept 4 juystment is made in conjunction = 
= government position and who were with a personnel action which = 

= separated from that position and changes an employee's official po- = 
= reemployed locally within one sition and provided that the latter = 
= year or the end of the war (which- appointment occurs on or after 19 = 
= ever is later) be returned to the March 1948. Prior to that date the 3 
= United States on interim leave? fixing of salary was, in this instance, = 
= A. No. However, these employ- optional (CPC 6, 1947). However, = 
= ees may be returned on a space effective 19 March 1948, OMGUS = 
= available basis under authority of issued a policy of saving salary = 
= paragraph 9 of Memorandum whenever possible (OMGUS Per- = 
= 55-120-6 or CPR Li and provided sonnel Bulletin H-40, F-21) there- a 
= reemployment and return trans- fore, if this is not done it may be Se 
= portation under CPR 150.6. The construed as an administrative =7 
= aforementioned employees waived error and thus correction can be = 

= all transportation rights attached effected. =a 
= to their former (military) status at Q. Are EUCOM personnel publi- = ‘ 
= the time they accepted employment cations and correspondence, cables, 2 
= with an organization having trans- etc., to be followed in the absence =a 
= portation authorization of its own. of OMGUS publications on the = 
= Likewise, former military personnel same subject? = 
= who separated to accept a govern- A. No, unless transmitted by con- = 
= ment position having a transpor- trary instructions from OMGUS = 
= tation authorization of its own will headquarters, otherwise only these = 
= return to the United States at the publications concerning Alliea- = 
= time of separation from the govern- neutral and German personnel, and = 
= ment or waive transportationrights. logistics will be adhered to. = 

= Subsequent news letters will be included in the Questions and Answers section of the = 

= Information Bulletin. = 

Srl IMMA 
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Kmpl Training Ym plor g 
. ° . 

—— An Effective Aid to Efficiency 

| ee training is not a com- Article pondence and administrative-proce- 

plicated process, nor is it a dures course conducted by the 

formal type of education. It is, by Peter F. Szluk OMGUS Adjutant General's Office. 

simply, the development and estab- Chief, Training Section Initiated to insure uniform under- 
lishment of realistic, organized pro- Office of the Personnel Officer, OMGUS standing and application of MG 
grams of instruction to meet the administrative procedures, the 40- 
requirements of a specific need or  jndividuals, military and civilian at hours course familiarizes new secre- 
objective. all levels, participated in one or  tarial personnel with Army, OMGUS 

The training, whether it is con- more of the 28 different types of and EUCOM publications, AG opera- 
ducted by a personnel office training planned civilian training programs tions, the Dewey decimal system and 

specialist or a job-level instructor, conducted, or supervised, by the current MG correspondence and cleri- 
provides management and operating Office of the Personnel Officer train- cal procedures. Reduction in corres- 

officials with an effective aid in the _ ing staff. pondence and procedural errors and 
development of the work force so The individual training sessions, quicker adjustment to job require- 

that each individual is utilized at top | which were held in Berlin and in all ments reflect some of the benefits 
proficiency, It is an orderly way of | sections of the US Zone, varied in derived by Berlin management from 
providing an employee with job instruction time from the one-hour this program. 

“know-how.” It is designed to assure “off-the-job" informational sessions A similar 20-hour refresher course 
the same attentive consideration for for top management personnel to as_ is available for “old-timers and plans 
civilian training as is given to pro- much as 80 hours of 
grams for military personnel. This individual ‘‘on-the-job” cal, A 
systematic approach pays big divi- training. aa ae 
dends to management in terms of In the early days of 
efficient, conscientious, production in the occupation, training ry , 
a minimum of time. of civilians was em- : | . i 5 ‘ vA 
Te OFFICE of the Personnel Of- Deca ogame: faa aiken ay — : x 

ficer training specialist, in pro- program is an outstand- 7 Best 
viding a staff service to management ing example. Under this To y 
and operating officials, does not program almost 100 ee ‘ 
pretend to be an informed technician young men and women & . 
in the various specialized fields of participated in a seven- be ¥ 
activity within Military Government. month to one-year pre-as- 
He does not attempt to tell or show signment training pro- - other personnel how to handle the gram and are now as- — ' 
a aspects of their particular signed to responsible Mr. Szluk, author of this article, conducts a con- 

“ jobs. ference leadership training session for OMG Ba- 
His concern is with the develop- Today, this same em- varia management personnel. 

ment in others of desirable habits phasis extends through- (photo by L. S. Partegas_ OMGB) 
and effective skills designed to im- out the framework of a 
prove their performance and thereby comprehensive program, based on are under consideration to provide 
increase their productiveness. He actual Military Government operating opportunities for the participation of 
plans, develops and executes, in needs, and includes training for German secretarial personnel. With 
cooperation with operating officials, management and supervision as well a4 view towards implementation of a 
work improvement programs, The as for the work force. Special at- similar program in their respective 
ever-all objective is achieved by first tention is being directed towards the areas, seven US Zone administrative 
analyzing the particular job to de- following areas: personnel proce- Officers recently observed the Berlin 
ppmine specific training needs and dures, clerical training, Military Gov- program in operation, 

Suction hate ee aepuiy, REN eaminisaton,lmgwages, PPE DECISION, to elaish_ a Sbeed-up and improve the aecomplisk orienta ae con iii eadership ai Employee Utilization Section in 
ment of the job or function personne! management. the Office of the Personnel Officer, 

. BRIEF review of current pro- by consolidating the employee rela- 
oN training activities have A grams will illustrate the types tions, placement and_ recruitment 

expanded in Military Govern- of courses organized for US civilian activities, called for 60 hours of inten- 
ment during the past six months. personnel in Military Government. In — sive in-service training for personnel 
Increased scope of the organized Berlin, for example, all newly arrived technicians in Berlin and Frankfurt. 
Courses is evidenced by a recent US clerical and secretarial personnel, Thirty - off-the-job group _ sessions, 
Statistical report to the Department after participating in the OPO general lasting from two to four hours each, 

of the Army in Washington, In the _ orientation program, are enrolled in a were held over a 10-week period to 
first quarter of 1949, more than 1,900 40-hour pre-assignment military corres- (Continued on next page) 
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instruct the technicians in the selec- ties, The meetings are 
tion, integration, service, develop- generally conducted as 

ment, evaluation and_ separation lectures ~~ followed *“by > - ‘ oe < 

aspects of the new personnel approach. question periods, or panel i | re ‘ A 

This technical instruction prepared discussions, with liberal { E i 

employee utilization representatives Use of visual aids, Re- Tye ? ? Gis 

for regular staff assistance visits to Presentative of this type i) ry! ® 

aid individual supervisors in meeting of training session are 0 , iZ e a 

and discharging their responsibilities those on efficiency rat- A ae ie ae | 

for personnel management. All other ings, separation proce- = ss ee) s a ae 

members of the Personnel Office dures and reduction in ge . ee 

attended a series of orientation meet- force. F | “ he ——— 

ings designed to assure a common In addition to proce- 7 ’ a 

understanding of employee utilization one training, a aie Bee 38 Et 8 
functions and objectives, and to make Of meetings have been . E 
possible a th integration of Conducted to increase the Col. James ft. Duke, OMGUS perenne wee 

procedural responsibilities. supervisor's knowledge until his recent appointment as commanding ollicer 
of his responsibilities of Berlin Military Post, presents a cerlificate from 

bE: scheduling of training nq to develop his skill the Department of the Army to Mrs. Elizabeth 

sessions for management pel- in instructing personnel, Maiden in Berlin for satisfactory completion of 

sonnel is also significant. In this handling job and per-  !he OMGUS civilian training program. Mr. Szluk 

connection, the Department of the sonnel situations and in (right) assists in the ceremony. (US Army photo) 
Army and the Civil Service Com- simplifying or improving 

mission have shown: an increasing work methods. They were initially the Personnel Officer, the results of 

interest, i personnel Administration held in the Office of Military Govern- the Bremen plan are satisfactory. 

and management in overseas areas. yent for Bavaria and were conducted The program most widely requested 

This active concem makes i ensenal SeGeoupparicipation sessions. BY management in Milary” Govern 
Sauce S odinan These individual programs present ment is conference leadership train- 

ihorousely, farallier with, civilien <pet- simple and effective work patterns ing. It presents a practical method for 

sonnel mequiations and procedures: for application at the job level and conducting lively, profitable group 

In Military Government this. type are being integrated into an over-all training sessions, for from 10 to 20 

of training follows a precise pattern. Military Government supervisory individuals, and acquaints the partic- 

Informational sessions, usually one training program. jpant with a variety of methods 

hour in length, are first conducted which may be utilized for group 

for top management personnel. Train- x THE language field, a new Ppro- — ingtruction. 

ing sessions are then held for each gram for qualified US and German 

successive management level until personnel has been initiated by Office preyay an effective group 

all supervisory personnel have been of the Personnel Officer for Bipartite teaching device, the conference 

reached and are familiar with the Control Office personnel at Frank- technique can be successfully applied 

topic or procedure. furt, Available only to individuals by management and supervisory per- 

In such sessions, management and with basic knowledge of the language, sonnel in the solution of daily operat- 

supervisory officials are informed, in the program provides a “refresher ing problems. Active participation 

non-technical terms, regarding the course in French, It was established during the conference is assured by 

detailed implications of a new civilian to insure effective liaison between utilizing the group's work experience — 

personnel policy or regulation and US personnel of BICO and French in conjunction with new techniques — 

their exact procedural responsibili- officials. . designed to stimulate individual ane 

A previously establish- group thinking and to provoke and ~ 

. = ed Pe tzain Seman maintain interest in the discussion | 

& anguage training for topic or problem. ; 

iH ‘ ——— personnel, is steadily ex- In Bavaria, all top management per- 

: “4 a | panding — due to the sonnel participated in the 16-hour 

ees ; = ' | fact that increasing course which included a 20-minute 

r a) L Eu Sy -| emphasis is being placed practice conference demonstration by 

7 = W upon German language each participant. During the March 

” proficiency among US seminar, OMG Bavaria executives 

personnel, The course conducted 17 sessions for field opera- 

¢ was developed to meet tions personnel and __ successfully 

Ae. 1 the needs of MG per- applied conference leadership tedch- 

¢ Cr id ia sonnel in official daily niques in reaching solutions to current 

2 f Kp) contact with German staff and field problems. OMG 

ag Pe are ee 4) nationals. Bavaria field operations personnel 

ieee 3 Bh ope RES ssa Sl i A new simplified Ger- are now being trained in use of the 

Sag Ws en ae man language system, technique at group meetings with 

ame Ds aaa a recently installed by both German and American partici- 
OMG Bremen, will be pants. 

Mr, William C. Rhyne, chief of OMGB's Branch introduced in the other In Wuerttemberg-Baden, a_ similar 

‘G", conducts a conference on MGO’'s responsibil- US Zone states if, upon program is being established. Mem- 
ities at county level. (photo by L. S. Partegas, OMGB) evaluation by Office of bers of the OMGWB executive staff 
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have participated in the training, and Bi SSS Bee 1 ee 
aan pee Had schedules have been arranged to e | Sea ae; | ai ee 4 

provide the training for Field Relations 5 Ec ge ey i] i 4 | | ee 8 
Division personnel, y ae. a at i" ad il ae if oe 

The MG civilian training program a a 4 i : ‘iL Hl age 
is carefully coordinated with the ee . i | % HG at SH 
training activities sponsored by the Boe F “apy Ned m Pd : ee 
Department of the Army and EUCOM. 7 eo x” uN 
Monthly quotas have been established, Bn, a > ¢ a P 
for example, to permit participation pes ae = ES . = te 
of MG civilian personnel in the spe- a ie 7 4 ‘ H re 
cialized courses conducted by the mg — 5 . ey 
Department of the Army’s Civilian : Fine = * ge 
Personnel Division in Washington. J . — 
Civilian training courses developed in e eae 

Washington we reviewed by the omG Wuerttemberg-Baden executive personnel learn conference leadership 
Office of the Fersonnel-Officer and  jecnaigues in a practice demonstration by one of participants in a course in adapted, if appropriate, to meet the Stutt art 
needs of Military Government. ugar. {photg from QFO.ONGUS) epee ck "pgm I IAISON with the EUCOM  Per- ce a 

_4 sonnel and Administration Division Beets: é i Ge 
is essential in the coordination of — 4 ss P 
Department of the Army civilian train- ‘ey y 3 ie 
ing programs which are applicable to ; @ a Ce woe 
both headquarters, In addition, an be a =. ee | p i e 
exchange program between the two iy 4 vs a ’ a | b) ae 
headquarters assures the availability i N i = = P s 
of qualified civilian training per- ° + A A bi 
sonnel for the conduct of highly Pf [ = 
specialized programs, Training mater- = ¥ _ re 
ial developed in either organization ss en Li eS | 
is examined with a view towards Les 
possible application by the receiving a 4 : 
organization. 

Since the training of German per- é 
sonnel is a EUCOM responsibility, j fas ? a7 
Military Government's training staff Ge 
assists in arranging programs dealing Se alll i 
with personnel administration for sg oe 

Sonne ae Ce cee Mr. John Tromer, chief of OPO's Civilian Personnel Branch, presents certif- 
This coordination guarantees the icates for a course in employee utilization techniques to Miss Marion Carroll, 
maximum utilization of the training Miss Helen Brumbaugh and Miss Mérginia Robertson OF the: OPO. branch un service and eliminates the possibility Frankfurt, as Mr. Paul G. Lutzeier, chiel, Employee Utilization Section, and 
of work duplication in program Mr. Harry T Searl, deputy chief, Training Section, look on, (US Army photo) 
development. * , “4 Eq ae 

As the occupation in Germany i —_— 6 ee: 
enters a new phase, the refined - hs 5 a 
organizational structure and over-all oS chalice cy id mission requires the development of Pr : ae Ft =] nue i “e ? ye 

new personnel training techniques. ae oy Cs an 
The Office of the Personnel Officer @, At 4 Mi : y he i] training staff is prepared to meet Sy ? 
these demands by adapting its efforts — 4 ae Kc ee NS i Yi a 
to new conditions as they arise, Its Fs (oon oar sie alas _ 
purpose will be most effectively ‘ eae eae ~ “ @ 
Served by providing appropriate 4 Pree " ee _t 
training assistance to MG personnel >», ca i 
ering to the most urgent need at ig Ne, Aa 

at particular time, + END Be, Be es FA 

Fiscal Office Abolished Peel ee Pe ee ame ae 
The position of budget and fiscal A si a ry Soce - : oe gd director, CINCEUR, established in Se SS ak 

1947, was abolished June 9, in Mr. Harold A. Taylor, (center) former OMGB economics adviser, demonstrates 
accordance with EUCOM General conference leadership technique at a Munich session after having completed 
Order No. 53, one of the OPO training courses. (photo by L. S. Partegas, OMGB) 
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: . . . . Employment Relations 
American Labor Aids Berlin Strikers The Free Hesse Trade Union Fede- 
é = ‘ ration and employers’ organizations 

High officials of the American in Hesse have issued a joint circular — Federation of Labor and the Congress announcing “a new possibility for 
of Industrial Organizations expressed improvement of human relations in 
solidarity of the two major US labor the production process which will 
organizations with Berlin railroad help to increase job satisfaction and workers’ efforts to improve their 4 production output." 
economic status, and condemned the The signatories point out that — 

strike-breaking tactics of the German C3 n , questions of management-labor co- 
satellite police from the Soviet Zone. Wes 7 =e eo operation should be given increased 

A promise of\material and moral /| > a ef attention now that the operation of 
support was extended in New York ig 7 g ; : a free economy is under way. They by Matthew Woll, chairman of the : 4 pe 4 also state that the result already 
AFL's International Labor Relations © os a achieved by the training within in- Committee, which sent CARE food > & 5 . dustry program* in Germany indicates 
parcels to the strikers, : oN = AY - : its potentialities for greatly improving 

. ‘s\ ee human relationships and production, 
In a cablegram to the anti-Commu- ks , In view of these considerations, the nist labor federation (UGO) in Berlin, employers’ and trade union organi- 

Woll said: “Please convey to Berlin's : zations have decided to sponsor striking railroad workers our warmest jointly training within industry in- 
solidarity. Their courageous fight stitutes with courses beginning on against Russian totalitarian oppressors and the betterment of a living stand- 95 April. 
and Moscow's menial German stooges, ard, and then engage in_ strike- 

ine ‘Communist scabs, is vital phase breaking to belie everything they Savane emul for Thulletin: Tesue, No 146, international labor struggle for have said.” Nov. 30, 1948. 
social justice and human freedom. 

“In token of our moral and material [Industrial Activi | support we have arranged immediate 1 vl 
shipment of $5,000 worth of food in Industrial Activity for May 

ec geen for strikers and their The index of industrial production with 24 working days and 87 in . Long live free trade unionism. ‘ ; . . throughout Germany and the world.” in the Bizonal Area in May was March with 27 working days. : 
87 percent of the 1936 basic level, as From June 1948 to May 1949, bizonal 

The AFL news service, describing compared with 82 percent in April industrial production increased more 
the action, declared it to be “latest and 90 percent in March, than 70 percent, rises ranging from 
gesture on the part of the AFL which, This index, adjusted to take into 235 percent in vehicles to 14 percent 
through its relief arm, the Labor account the differences in number of — for coal. From April to May 1949, all 
League for Human Rights, has distrib- working days in the three months, groups showed increases, these: 
uted during and since the war shows the daily rate of more than ranging from 26 percent for petroleum 
thousands of dollars worth of relief 90 percent in May with 25 working and coal products to one percent for 
packages to free trade unionists in days, as compared with 89 in April glass and ceramics. 
Europe who are battling against the 

i infiltration tactics of Soviet Russia.” Index of Volume of Industrial Production for Bizonal Area. ‘ 
; (Not Adjusted for Seasonal Variation) 1936 equals 100 

Earlier, CIO Secretary Treasurer “——Tndustry Groups. CO dou 9ug Tom) 1949 1949 
James B. Carey, in a statement sup- June Dec Feb Mar Apr May 1 porting the aims of the | stribimg © Amma 

Henporiation, workers, denomiced Cae ifthe OUelUelUel lO the “scabbing” activities of the Com- wining excluding Coal... . . . . 100 118 115 128 115 127 munists, He said: “The record seems Iron @ Steel Production. . . . . . . . . 32 55 57 64 58 62 
clear that the Communists in Berlin Lae EROGHGE ase x a se me a o naa wad nie a Ne . % rn e s So 2 2 backed by German Soviet satellite Machinery & Optical Goods . ug ah g aB 73 82 94 851 87 police from the Eastern Zone and Vehicles 2... ee ee 6 69 72 85 79 87 
even Red Army officers have been Electrical Equipment .. . . woe. BL 165 174 187 169 173 
trying to break the strike ... We Other Metal Goods. . . . . nop me a OF 51 49 53 44 NM 

have a term for sui activities inthe [i etcemicr, lll oe oto 
United States. We call it ‘scabbing’. petroleum & Coal Products» =. | |) |. 86 n ai 93 951 120 

‘ . Chemicals, 2... ee 8B 76 7 90 B11 86 
“Once again we have an example Rubber 5g g 2 sew eG x rn) 102 103 116 git 94 

of the reactionary character of Com- Sawmills and-Woodworking. . . . . . . 52 1% 79 87 Bil 84 
munism which, like so many free paper and Products 2 se ee es e a - a 2 
enterprise corporations in the so- Texiles aia ‘Clothes meses a 69 76 93 85 92 
called capitalistic countries, give lip Electricity and Gas... . . . ) ... (108 144 133 145 131t 136 
service to the welfare of the workers 1 Revised 2 Not available 
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— — Cooperation of Christians and Jews 

ERMAN leaders have now become Article These committees are being orient- 

(G interested in participating in by Carl F. Zietlow ed in monthly meetings on human 
a movement to replace intolerance, PME PKs ics relations problems with emphasis on 
hostility and brutality in human Eason Representative in OMGUS development in the community of 
relations with understanding, friend- International Council of Christians and Jews 4 will to improve relations among 
liness, good will and cooperation. its people. The Munich council should 

This mission in Germany, begin- Educational leaders were called be in a position to do a constructive 
ning March 36, 1948, was the result of | together by Dr. Fingerle, andleading job next year in creating interest in 
an invitation by the Military citizens by Dr. Scharnagl. other organizations and helping with 

Governor to Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, It was agreed to form a local speakers and program materials. 
president of the International Council council on a pattern similar to that At the same time the Munich 

of Christians and Jews, to organize which the American Conference of committee was being developed, 

interested German leaders into work- Christians and Jews had developed contact was made with leaders in 

ing councils for an education program during its 20 years of growth. The other cities in the American Zone. 

among Protestants, Catholics and Munich leaders adopted the name y\ojye German delegates were se- 

Jews. “Gesellschaft fuer Christlich-Juedische j4¢teq for the International Conference 
The program was to be accomplished § Zusammenarbeit’ (Council for Chris- 9 Human Relations which was held in 

through the schools, universities tian and Jewish Cooperation) and Fribourg, Switzerland, July 21-28, 1948. 
churches and synagogues, clubs, announced on July 15, 1948, the organi- Chosen from the cities in which it was 
business and professional associations, zation of the first council in Germany planned to establish councils, these 
labor unions, farmers’ organizations, at a meeting attended by 53 outstand- delegates included Protestants, Cath- 
press, radio and film. In interviews ing citizens. Dr. Karl Scharnagl, Dr. Gii6¢ and Jews from among the 
with leading citizens in the major Ernst Lichtenstein and Dr. Spanier clergy, educators, business and 
cities in the US Zone in October 1947, became the Catholic, Protestant and professional men and government 

Dr. Clinchy had discovered not only Jewish co-chairmen respectively. Otictie 
an interest in amovement to moderate Through a grant of funds from the 

existing intolerances, but a readiness National Conference of Christians and ae FRIBOURG conference was 

to participate in forming local Jews in the United States it was one of the first international con- 

councils. possible for the Munich council to ferences attended by Germans since 

Particular interest was first shown engage Dr. Joseph Brandlmeier as the war. Not only did they welcome 

in Munich and it was chosen as the full-time director on Sept. 1. Dr. anew fellowship with people of other 

first city to concentrate upon in the Brandlmeier has completed the or nations, but also they made a 
development of a local council. Dr. ganization of an educational or- contribution to alleviate some of the 
Karl Scharnagl, then mayor of ganizations committee, a religious existing international tensions result- 
Munich, and Dr. Anton Fingerle, city organizations committee and a civic jing from the war. These delegates 
superintendent of schools, assumed committee, with a membership of have given important aid to the 

leadership for developing a council. 80 leaders. (Continued on next page) 
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C. L. Zietlow, the author Delegates to Munich Conference on Human Relations in May 
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45 days each in America studying the 

” National Conference. 

“a 4 Rg The main problem..in  inter-faith 

L ay work in Germany today is to develop 
ae 4 German literature to meet the needs 

ee of the local councils in enlisting 
hh Ta is interest and developing programs. A 

: a wa 5 ne a a translation of Sterling Brown's 

A | 4 3 * fea _ oe “Primer on Intergroup Relations” has 
' zi, Bs NM - po been completed and is being printed. 

— Ca : ML The English report of the Oxford Con- 
: a 2 ] 9 % \ ference 1946 “Foundations of our 

/ i} _ Civilization” is being translated for 
. L z ‘ publication. Experience has revealed 

ie, — the need for a director of literature 

2 ay: ' a and publicity who will coordinate the 
— i oa : pn < | f ideas from the various local councils 

cone 2 . Saat Thus a German Coordinating Councit 

Dr. Joseph Lonweryas, prominent English educator (left), and Dr. Theodore of Christians and Jews has been 

Bauerie, minister of culture and education of Wuerttemberg-Baden, address organized, It has employed Dr. Knud 
the Munich conference. (Bayerisches Pressebild from E & CR OMGUS) C. Knudsen, formerly of Berlin, as the 

director of literature. 

development of German councils, present. The other three were out of r ORDER to crystalize the best 
generally as members of the or- the city on business trips. At the German thinking on human re- 

ganizing committees. Some have close of the meeting, a person in the lations a two-day conference was 

written reports for newspapers in audience said: With the spirit shown held at Munich May 30 and 31. Ap- 
their community or their professional this evening ... this movement is proximately 130 delegates attended. 

and trade magazines. Others have going to succeed in Wiesbaden and The conference was divided into six 

discussed the conference on the radio you can count on whatever help you sessions — with the closing session 

and before local organizations, need from all of us.” Dr. Fritz Reich, open to the public on the conference 

Organizing committees for the a graduate from Bonn University in theme “Gemeinschaft nicht Feind- 
formation of boards of directors for comparative religions, was chosen schaft' (Friendship, not hostility). 

other local councils were created director. Fourteen German leaders, representing 
early in July 1948, in Frankfurt, 4 the four councils — clergymen, edu- 
Wiesbaden, Stuttgart and Ausburg. Oe councils neve been organ cators, professional and business men 

5 ed in the larger cities. To . 
An average of 18 community leaders i i Se — had met in Bad Nauheim on | 

. assist their work, Military Govern- ; 
attended these gatherings addressed ment has a iated fund der it March 28 to plan the Munich confer- 

. nae ppropriated funds under its 
by Dr. Clinchy, who was_ visiting reorientation to aid the initi- ence: ; : program to ai e initi 
Germany while en route to the Fri- ation of these German councils with Delegates ‘to: “Whe Heonterence: wens 
bourg conference in Switzerland. the understanding that the councils selected from, among'those most able 
Many German participants expressed would receive part of their financial to: take: part :fni ‘the: discussion anda 
the view: “This is something that support from ‘Geriia. continuliens contribute to developing sound think- — 

must become a part of the German 75 = ‘ ing in this field. Foremost German 
aati Military Government also offered to ai ; 

life. ; x : ‘ f authorities on each topic were chosen 
give consideration to council direc- " . 

PPORTUNITY to romote: ih tors, who possessed required qualifi- as speakers wilh the understanding 

O c il P . e cations, for inclusion in th ~.,_ that the material presented would be 

—~, COunCHS program ‘Canis with the ' ! & seoren printed in a booklet which will be 
visit of the Rev. Edward V. Cardinal tation program of sending Germans to used in the educational program, 
to Germany as an educational expert the United States for 90 days to ob- . . 
for Military Government. During Sep- serve and study the work of the Te MUNICH conference was 
tember he addressed a public meeting National Conference of Christians ‘and followed by two-day workshops 

in the Munich city hall, attended by Jews and related organizations as a in June for representatives of each of 

180 persons, on the theme "Prejudice— part of the training for their job. This the following commissions in the 

Our Common Enemy." He participated program is now in operation. local councils: educational organi- 
in a committee meeting in Wiesbaden Since February, directors Dr. Jo- zations, Stuttgart; religious organi- 

and addressed a group in Frankfurt. seph Brandlmeier of Munich, Peter Z@tions, Frankfurt; and community 
He also addressed 20 Catholic leaders — Schmidt of Stuttgart and Dr. Wolfgang organizations, Wiesbaden, These 
in Stuttgart with most of the Catholic Lentz of Frankfurt have been in Workshops were to agree upon pro- 
members on the Stuttgart board of America studying the work of the jects to be undertaken for the coming 
directors present. National Conference of Christians Yea" and assign projects to local 

{n October, organization of the and Jews in its local and national Councils for study. 
Wiesbaden and Stuttgart councils was offices, In addition, Mr. Bernhard Beginning in July, Dr. Knudsen will 
started, When the Wiesbaden council Mueller, Protestant layman and busi- hold a series of four conferences with 

was formally organized on Nov. 18, nessman in Stuttgart, and Dr. Karl different sections of media of com- 
33 of the 36 who had agreed to serve Scharnagl, Catholic layman and munications — one a month for four 
on the board of directors were Munich's former mayor, have spent (Continued on page 25] 
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N STUTTGART, the former Nazi Article is probably the most interesting and 
| labor-front leader ran a og by, Stuart Schulberg certainly the most effective. 
chief over his ee and said, aaa Chief, Documentary Film Unit s its opening last November in won't believe it, but I was a convinced hese 5 Sean. ie i . til I walked into that theater Information Services Division, OMGUS Stuttgart, the film has | played azi unti wa oO : hundreds of “dates” up and down the two hours ago. 5 A American Zone. Its release in Berlin, In Karlsruhe, the German general- ina German film Sty ae ee edge where it opened appropriately at the 
turned-bookkeeper said, I used to of Berlin's Tempelhof airfield. : refurbished Sportpalast, scene of many 
fool myself into thinking that we army Organized late in 1947, this Unit is rallies of Nazidom, was postponed men had kept our hands clean. Now charged with the job of flashing until May 31, in the suspicion that 
I know we have blood up to our QMGUS reorientation and information 2,200,000 blockaded Berliners already elbows just like the rest of them.” policy onto the screens of US Zone jag enough on their minds. How- OnaUS Army train between Frank- and Berlin motion-picture houses. But ever, it proved as big an attraction in furt and Munich the Bavarian porter of all the documentaries so far pro- Berlin as in the US Zone. said, “It's a good idea to see those gyced—now totaling 13—"Nuremberg” (Continued on next page) Nazi idiots in action again. Maybe 
next time we'll know better." “a ig aa 7 In Berlin, the young daughter of an : eae eee intellectual said, “I am ashamed to be a oa re ‘ a German." a — : These statements, made to MG offi- [am me 
cials or German investigators, were ee SS € . wo ‘ prompted by an 80-minute documen- z fee he he ey 1 tary film entitled “Nuremberg—Its Pa i Lesson for Today." a se This motion picture, through original 4 EN 
documents and authentic film, shows re 4 j \ : ' how the Nazis rose to power and how E 7 sane a. a . 

: : Pe ; Fass Ss ae an they wielded that power for 10 mad ae [% & f 4 iy Ee years. It was produced by the Docu- 4 ~ ‘ Ph Hoe ee mentary Film Unit of Motion Picture ee —. ae te Branch, Information Services Division, a rt AY te a ; OMGUS, a small organization based 0 ape core) eee es 
A Las oo a 

Title to this article is from poster ae >t ae i ee used in Berlin. Translation: ‘‘Nurem- ie oa he” mah f berg, Symbol of the people's rights Re wv PA OS LES Se against international lawlessness.” wi “ae : 4 Se ee = Photographs, other than those credited N on ey fo US Army, are taken from the. film oer : , ee Nuremberg’ and furnished by the e joc F i ‘ F ‘ i tis arian ‘ee eu on seine Mr, Schulberg, author of this article, points out a detail on making an animated 
map to two assistants. Ws Amy photo) 
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A Nazi Party grew from the brawling streets of Their rise to power was based on fraud, 7 Munich in the '20's. deceit, intimidation, coercion. et oe 
ry fe ee nn J , q og : 4 reer ’ ae ieee rt " , ie ee ax eae: 7 Pe Pe [ays ee a eae 
art gs Ms Be: y ia j ry ra ra e ed TEE, as ee mora ce a a Se K sg 2 Rn Ja Ahi Fi " ~ bes: 7 ; | Be R 

ae ae . of Pee 2, - Pate Ia pe LP nn —- - A 
meee ck > ae: Sa 

be > fm 5 ~ <~o ‘een es ct vee fy A ae US Prosecutor Jackson: We will show ¥ 5 mmr | oe 4 
you the defendants’ own films. You will ie = ih 4 a = 
see their own conduct and hear their i 
own voices as they recount for you, 

from the..screenyesome~of"the events nie the “faie went thd feédoin of the Goering’s Voice: ... rises once again the in the course of the conspiracy. German people. German armed forces. 

The film has been a resounding ria, urged their readers to hurry to plished its reorientation mission. 
success, whether it played a big city, the next performance. Radio stations According to one ISD official in 
five-show-a-day movie palace or a supported the picture just as actively. ‘Wuerttemberg-Baden, ‘This film tells 
camp-chair country theater. Its Stutt- Nevertheless, it's an old movie axiom the Germans more about Nazism in 
gart opening broke the theater's post- that neither ballyhoo nor extravagant 80 minutes than we've been able to 
currency-reform attendance record. In reviews will fill the theaters if the tell them in three years.” 
Munich, where 50,000 people ulti- word of mouth advertising is nega- To understand and appreciate Ger- 
mately saw it, the picture's first run tive. man reaction to “Nuremberg”, it is 
did 90 percent capacily business when . necessary to know something about 
the local average for German and He to measure is the educa- the contents of the film and the way 
foreign entertainment films was about ; vional success of the film we it was constructed. 62 percent. of course, is of most interest to Mili- S 

tary Government. Individual reactions T= See DECISION to Wl aes in the cities and towns of to the film ranged from titters to th fat Nur a b See en aEY aa ral northern Bavaria, including emotional collapse. Mainly, however, bi hae ‘by ISD (then futon Hoe 
Nuremberg itself, was the picture a audiences sat through the picture in Control Bey al fa : Norms of 

box office failure; attendance here was stunned silence and then filed out, before the ¥ east ° hand df dow 
about 50 percent lower than in all wordless and disturbed. The state- ATH h ane “iis war = ‘nal 
other areas. ments recorded above indicate the ; eA . fi 5 a in all, however, “Nuremberg's impact the film had on a variety of  °2ViSaged as a four-power production 
All nals ' g waciie ers Y under the auspices of the Allied box office record managed to astound _ individuals. Control Authority, the United States 

old-time German _ film distributers Even the skeptics and the would- took the initiative very early ind who, in concert with many MG ex- be hecklers and the kids caught by eventually the film became an perts, had predicted empty theaters the Nazi lure sobered swiftly as the exclusively American project, In Jan- for what they termed “an atrocity film unwound. And even though a nary 1947, OMGUS was assisted by film." - ; , die-hard 20 percent later attacked the the Reorientation Branch, Civil Affairs Critically too, its reception was film, largely because of Soviet parti- Division of the Department of the unexpectedly good. Newspapers cipation in the trial, there is little Army in Washington in securing film everywhere, including northern Bava- question that “Nuremberg” accom- technicians and the many films used 
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Defendant Seyss-Inquart was appointed the | Munich Pact: The conspirators called it their 
new chancellor of Austria. last territorial demand. con 

ae aS ry 
# PTR NGSSEKES SB eee as — ’ 
13); . SS SST" fer ee Ea ve | ar os we, Wee > 

g ie XV i pet enh cL tm: ee) i Re 
2 oH Co Oo Se Nas ag aN © I~ te i 
a a " Batt. * ne Nie th Se ce ~— * “3 = 7 re 

ad a <= ge F> } 
‘ —— Sea WN the | 

—— Sig ee! 4 % ix? Py a : a6 , Pe 7 iy , : z - oe ee @ Soviet Prosecutor Rudenko: The Nazi 
Bs = P as conspirators committed crimes, A- 
. as 2 - _— gainst enemy armies, against pris- 

q el ae ~ Lo oners of war, against the civilians 

Hitler: Mr. Roosevelt asks that assurance be A large part of the Soviet prisoners of war 0 occupied lands. ‘They believed in 
given him that the Germans will not attack. has starved or died... the barbaric doctrine of ‘total war.’ 

as source material in the making of berg. Final selection of material, film studio in Tempelhof. The search 
“Nuremberg.” however, was limited by the avail- for film was continued from Berlin 

Two experts installed in a special ability of authentic footage screened although, strangely enough, only 

projection room at the Signal Corps at Astoria. For example, there one strip suitable for inclusion—a 

Photographic Center at Astoria, Long seemed no point in including much 16-mm record of a _ mobile gas 

Island, viewed nearly a million feet testimony on SS concentration camp chamber—was uncovered here, A 
of German newsreels, captured Ger- tortures when no authentic film of long series of script conferences 

man Army and Nazi material, film such crimes could be found to also began with OMGUS officials 

shot by underground cameramen illustrate those charges. since this film involved policy con- 
i ~. siderations of virtuall ivisi from Norway to Greece, hundreds of N THE other hand, many im- (eyo 0M page ee division 

American and foreign documentaries pressive shots were located and ¥ Semen 
and / newsreels dealing with Nazi then rejected because they had no pac PROBLEMS were minor 
criminality, and the _ Signal Corps pearing -on the final verdict. Thus, compared to the technical misfor- 
coverage of the trial itself, dramatic footage proving the para- tunes. Titles, for example, had to be 
yj eens a film script was military nature of the Hitler Youth re-made five times before the proper 

IVE being prepared under the guid- Was shelved because the prose- materials were found and the special 
ance of an expert who had been on  Cution's arguments failed to impress camera was working. The greatest tech- 
the US judge's staff at the Nuremberg the judges with the relevance of that nical difficulty involved the use of 
trial. The framework for the script was particular charge. Justice. Robert original recorded testimony from the 

based on the final judgment of the Jackson, who had headed the US trial itself. It was important, if the 
International Military Tribunal. prosecution staff, contributed many film's authenticity was to be con- 

It was found that the original Valuable suggestions to the script's -vincing, that Goering and his col- 
wording of appropriate pleadings and development, leagues speak their lame lines of 
testimonies was too long, complex On the basis of a rough draft script, defense in their own, well-known 
or technical to be used in its original 58,000 feet of film were selected and voices. Yet the cameramen assigned 
form. So the script therefore took shape shipped to Berlin, where the two-man to photograph the trial in sound had 
as a straightforward summary of the unit, supplemented by German tech- unfortunately failed to catch any 
millions of words spoken at Nurem- _ nicians, set up shop at the old UFA (Continued on next page} 

Bodies were removed Gold from the teeth Few ever returned 
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The defense begins. They og * 
parts of the examination or cross- call 61 witnesses and in- ‘ bi 
examination included in the final ¢roduce 38,000 affidavits ] " 

script. on the defendants’ behalf rw] 
... These attorneys were i kFT Poa * 4 e F It became necessary to secure: th personally selected by a y 

wax recording of the proceedings  jp¢ defendants. Rach now Le hay & , 

stored in Nuremberg, to re-record the rises to plead acquittal a Nt [eee * . 

pertinent words on film and then to for hisclient.Some make | ‘a j ned ‘4 5 
synchronize that sound recording blanket denials of all wd ue f : 

with the lip movements of the re- guilt. Other attorneys i 4 

spective defendents, photographed, as /ead their clients through 2 . eo 
likely as not, as they were uttering i ey preperes de- 25 ‘ ei 5 thei 1 ense... ater the pro- r. aoe ;_ ues about eir early | cution ds alloweds io 

ome life. cross-examine the defen- ad Lae 
ACA approval was necessary to dants...On October 1st, 

obtain the records since ail archives 1946, the verdict is deli- ’ Po 
of the International Military Tribunal — vered. : P eg 

had been entrusted to that four- 
power body after the trial had finally the verdict. Continuity-wise, To date the Unit, in addition to 
closed. This approval turned out: to it ran from the brawling streets of “Nuremberg, has produced __in- 

be . Gusts hinge The Soviets ~ Munich in 1922 to the slaughterhouse formation and reorientation films 
agreed to consider the matter if a of Belsen 1945. ranging in subject matter from ma- 
complete transcript of the required HEN ducti k fol: laria to militarism. Latest productions 
recordings was delivered to them for Fc 1 Pe nee woe eae al inelud oT B ide ” Z lized 
study. Many weeks after the original . lowed by a long series of specia include he Bridge,” a personalize 

request, the records arrived from private screenings before German _ story of the airlift; “Between East and 

Nuremberg. The discs were re-record- areuRe in Berlin ae pe us ae West, the political saga of Ben) 

ed on film in half of one day, and ane purpose vet on jatuting d SACS 1945, a Made n Geman: 
about a month later the meticulous job proper Approach or austriouang an a review of Trizone’s economic pro- 

" gan acit ee . exhibiting the film. At the same ram. 
of “dubbing” the original voices of the ; f ; “N. g : 
defendants was) completed, By early time, an English version of ‘urem- 

i aa berg’’ was circulated to interested URING the blockade of Berlin, the 
1948 the last policy and filmic prob- a a ; 

i agencies of Military Government. unit also turned out a regular 
lems were solved and the entire ; : - ‘ z i A 

: ae Finally, in November 1948, the special Berlin newsreel, in conjunction 
picture finished. : . . : . . : re 

film received its premiere in Stutt- with its sister organization, the 
[= STRUCTURE was'simple andcon- art under the supervision of OMG Munich-based Anglo-American news- 

sistent with the chronology of the | Wuerttemberg-Baden. reel, ‘Welt im Film’ (World in Film). 
trial: it opened with Justice Jackson's Meanwhile, the Nuremberg film This newsreel was produced in German 

address, followed by Count 1—Con- unit was turned into the Document- for all the theaters of the American and 

spiracy to Wage Aggressive Warfare ary Film Unit to remain in Berlin British Sectors and in English for the 

(US count); Count 2—Crimes Against as part of ISD. Other pictures were British and American Special Service 

Peace (British count); Count immediately put into production and circuit. + END 

3 & 4—War Crimes and Crimes slowly the organization grew to in- 1 

Against Humanity (Soviet & French clude in addition to the two Ameri- i 
counts); examination and _ cross- cans, about 12 permanent German . h 

examination; final defense statements cutters, cameramen and_ production Films Produced Py -the; Documentary } 
d prosecution summations nd Film Unit to date. Subject matter is il 

and pi ons, a men, denoted in parenthesis. i 

Nuremterg * (Criminal history of Nazism) "i 

i ‘ f Hunger * (world food problem) i 

ae It's Up To You* (Germany between i 
grins j World Wars) 

o a os i) Ee Reaction Positive (venereal disease) 

Tees y ee " “ee. Mosquitoes! (malaria) 
ae Fd iF sd / ae : pe Hi ae Me and Mr. Marshal! * (the Marshall-Plan 

0: Sa PT te, Kh aaa 3 and Germany) 

2 ee Ge ite 4M ™ ae i Step By Step (Publishing house ‘“Druck- 
4 c ee i ax : haus Tempelhof’ in Berlin) 

bean, — . We aN fe: 4 Home On The Moor (refugee resettlement) 
i — . es 5 ' Marching, Marching (German militarism} 

y be : The Bridge * (story of the airlift) 
| iH 

4 ae i 1 . Black, White, Yellow (races of man) 
a ON i ‘ 

ee oe ne ee ee dow! bd -z. : Between East and West* (Berlin 1945—1949) 
FT oe ee ee ug "Se ’ ia Made in Germany * (Trizone's Economy) 

wee ¥ , z 4 
ha ee gers, 3-4 Pi 

PrN e ee * English version also prepared. 
Slowly, painfully, life came back to the ruins of Europe 
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C laint Offi omplaint ice 
. . 

— — For American Community Improvement 

URING THE PAST blockade win- Article mess councils, recreation councils and 

D ter a unique office served the by. Dennis DeMartin various club boards, 

ilitary Governor as a barometer b 2 Bee a 

one the spirit in which the ee Complaint Officer ce ee come he 
- i : OMGUS ‘ plaint officer 

ican comm aee Pee ae si Control Office, have resulted in better working and 
cepting the: political eituanon: living conditions in the Berlin com- 

This barometer of US” personne] of medical and dental service, amuse- munity, A civilian female dependent, 

reactions = 15 310g one Office, ments and many types of repair ser- for example, complained that in order 
originated by the Military Governor  \ice, to have fresh milk for her children 

in November 222 oo sCuup as pert In the normal American community she was expected to make daily pur- 

of the Control Office, OMGUS, to the person dissatisfied with such serv- chases at the sales commissary. She 

Usten both “to joo amas ane Son ices may go elsewhere, but these felt that daily excursions to the com- 
structive suggestions for improving _. ices in the Berlin military com- missary were unnecessary, particu- 

community ‘and/ working “conditions: munity are provided entirely by the larly during the fuel conservation 
In following up the complaints or Various branches of the Berlin Military period. 

Segoe eee Othe ieee Pei Post. Also, the Berlin Military Post The Complaint Office discussed the 

action and deals directly with any  ¢xercises control over a number of possibility of having milk delivered 
OMGUS authority concerned in the jy hlic services such as transportation, to the billets by the existing billet 
matter. A brief, weekly report 0M  Glectricity, fire and police protection. ice-delivery service, since no addi- 

these activities keeps informed the  picsatisfaction over these services can, tional transportation or personnel 
director of the Control Office, the i, the normal American community, would be involved, As a result, be- 

chief of staff and the commanding 6 expressed at periodic elections. ginning June 6 fresh milk was deliv- 
officer of the Berlin Military Post. Here in Germany, an outlet for this ered to families with children 

The chief of staff, referring to the dissatisfaction is also desirable. 16 years of age and under and to 
head of the Complaint Office as a messes with adult members for whom 
“trouble shooter,” receives oral re- AS IT FOLLOWS the needs of the milk had been prescribed by appro- 

ports as often as is necessary. community the Complaint Office priate medical authorities, 
acts as a monitoring agency for ; ee 

ee AN OFFICE gives the em- decking the current efficiency of serv- On another occasion a civilian em- 
ployee a chance to“dosomething’ i, agencies and individuals. At the Ployee complained that the purchasing 

about improving his working and 116 time that its file of complaints °f US Savings Bonds by OMGUS em- 
living conditions without the difficult, increases, it takes preventive action ployees was discouraged because per- 

time-consuming job of trying to do it 1. Watching projected changes in serv- sonnel were required to travel a con- 
himself. The individual probably lacks ices where these promise to be a siderable distance to the finance 

the knowledge of OMGUS organiza- source of future complaints. The office. The employee felt that success 

pon sto cpermit hime to pie Ue fou direct channels available to the Com- ane Bene Se iC eoges program 
on the administrative agency or per- plaint Office permit immediate high- could be increased with some provi- 

son directly responsible for the cause}. 4) action where required. From the S105 for the sale of the bonds locally. 

Pec commlaint On be oer standpoint of morale it shows the The Complaint Office made a sug- 
imperfect knowledge of his ‘rights,’ direct. official interest in any. well- gestion to the BMP finance officer and 

which may be nothing more than un- 5 deg complaint meqardlesstofthe: 2°32 result the military post authorized 
written practices or Standing Operat- complainant's rank or position. local cashiers to accept applications 
ing Procedures not readily accessible. i for Series E, US Savings Bonds. 

Even though he knows his rights In order to be of service, the com- ’ 

and locates ate person or ate plaint officer must be informed of all A COMPLAINT was received by 
which gave rise to the complaint, he current regulations concerning such the Complaint Office regarding 
may not be satisfied with the ex- matters as Quartermaster services Overtime duty clerks. The complainant 
planation given. Yet in many cases and supplies, transportation, commu- pointed out that owing to qualifica- 
he could not “investigate” it himself nications, recreation, European Ex- tions specified to fill this duty, each 
and might become discouraged by the change Service, medical services, clerk was being assigned to the duty 
time consumed, billeting, utilities and maintenance, Officer once every 18 days or less for 

The administration of the Berlin messing facilities and clubs. The com- @ Period ranging from 15—20 hours 
military community includes a large plaint officer also must be fully aware daily. He also pointed out that in 
number of services which in the nor- of current Civil Service Regulations taking compensatory time off from his 
mal American community are left to concerning retirement leave, sick regular routine duties in lieu of pay, 
free enterprise, such as the sale of benefits, compensation for accidents his office had suffered a backlog of 
food, merchandise and automobiles; or death, employee grievance proced- work, 
the Management of eating establish- ures and efficiency ratings proced- Discovering that the total number 

ments, provision of housing, recruit- ures. With his over-all knowledge, of hours manned by OMGUS duty 

ment of domestic help, the provision he acts in an advisory capacity on (Continued on next page) 
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clerks entailed 120 hours weekly, the the Complaint Office. The resultsfrom Complaint Office and similar avenues, 
Complaint Office recommended three them have helped maintain the high should result in a continuation of the 
full-time male clerk-typists be hired morale existing in the US Berlin com- present sturdy morale of civilian em- 
for this purpose on a straight 40-hour munity. During the blockade, when  ployees. | +END 
week basis. With the approval of all Berliners were undergoing a period : 
concerned, the positions were estab- of austerity, the civilian personnel | TO | 

lished and specialized clerks are now with Military Government and EUCOM : | 
on the job. in Berlin proved to be a solid group Recognition of Copyrights 

. f Americans who took in their stride Recently, a suggestion. was made ° ; ; — tm, 
by several civilian employees that the discomfort and hardships. Authorized by the Departments of 
d State and Army to obtain international 
documentary films be shown more ROM SOURCES such as adminis- recognition of German 6¢ right 

idely. One employee pointed out rati  § g nO ee widely ploy pol O trative officers, supervisors, and = qyayit G er hat the Post Educational Traini | ilitary Government has invited Brit- 
t raining various interested persons, it appears’. . 4s 
Film Program had invited OMCUS } ish occupation authorities to engage 

g that the morale of German employees _ 1 to attend. However. man oe a in mutual action for international pro- 
personne ; Many also is high and continuously rising. jaction of the output of bizonal pub- 
were unable to go because the film An example of this spirit is shown in lish P | P 
was scheduled during working hours. their enthusiasm and support for such wnerss 
The suggestion was that such travel activities as the forming of a mess The joint action would consist of a 
pictures or documentary films of broad _ council, grievance committees, and the declaration to the Bureau of the Con- 
educational scope be shown after Suggestions and Awards Program. vention for the Protection of Literary 
working hours. As a result of this The present policy of correcting 2”d Artistic Work in Berne, Switzer- 
suggestion, many interesting films are irregularities as they occur and im- land, that the terms of the conven- 
now peng shown weekly, with good proving living and working conditions tion will be recognized in the Bizonal 

attendance, | through such agencies as the Berlin Area, with reciprocal benefits and ser- 

These are a very few of the sug- Military Post, the Employee Utilization vices requested for German publica- 

gestions coming to the attention of Section of the Personnel Office, the tions. 

e e e e Improved Consumption Level Provided in Bizonal Food Plans 

Mr. Lawrence Wilkinson, economics assumes that the German farmers will trade with Germany, should exceed 
adviser to the US Military Governor, deliver approximately the same num-_ our present estimates, this figure of 

made the following statement regard- ber of calories as prewar, with a  $325,000,000 may be substantially in- 
ing bizonal food plans. larger proportion in grains and pota- creased, since it is our policy to 

, toe d 1 i ; lies from T= planned food import program s and less in animal products one eee cree Oe eee 1° het 

for Bizonal Germany in 1949/50, The cost of the food imports needed a, 9 - 
as presented to the Congress, pro- to supplement German domestic pro- P However. at the present time the 
vides an improved consumption level duction is estimated at 955,000,000. oom P " ; ; ; known prospects do not warrant our 
for the bizonal population compared German exports in the first instance believing that our requirements from 
to the current year, with a substantial Will be used to buy as much of this J tee va 

‘tgs . ; dollar sources can be satisfied with. 
reduction in US contributions. The total-as possible, but since a very ; 

; . | ; . the $420,000,000 being asked by the 
detailed calculations have been re- large proportion of the food imports Army. It will. therefore, be necessary — 
worked by technical experts, both in must come from dollar areas, to which Y . vad 

; ; a to look to ECA dollar aid to meet the 
Washington and in Germany, every German exports are still very limited, - ; apt 

| | ; deficiency. Since the amount of ECA | 
month to take account of new devel- the US government will continue to ; ; . 

. . funds available for bizonal food im- 
opments, both in Germany and abroad, ‘Supply dollars fzom appropriated funds. orts will not be known until the 
which would permit a reduction in The minimum dollar requirement is OEEC neqotiations have been com- 
the cost to the US Government. 420,000,000, and the Department of eo eee sees the A } pleted in Paris, it is difficult to predict 

e Army has requested an  appro- ‘ 
. Improved crop prospects in Ger- ar ; ; how heavily we can lean on ECA, but 

a, priation for this amount to buy grains, . . 
many, better food availability in | | since ECA provided $160,000,000 in 

ats, sugar and seeds. ; . 
Europe, lower world food prices have Sg | food this year, a similar amount for 

brought successive reductions in the ()' THE BALANCE of the 1949/50} 1949/50 seems a fair forecast. 

appropriation asked from the Con- _Tequirements ($535,000,000), it is HE OBJECTIVES of the plan are 
gress, with the result that the present difficult to forecast exactly how much T sound. but we have deliberately 

request leaves the Bizone with a food is likely to be available from non-  ,jaquced our dollar demands on the 

deficit of $50,000,000, which will re- dollar source. Our assumption is that United States to a point where we 
quire further favorable developments we shall be able to buy over oy]; need qood luck in order to make 
to cover. | $325,000,000 of the types of food gngs meet. The suggestion, recently 

The present food supply plan for Needed in Germany from European attributed in the press to ‘a high MG 
the Bizone in 1949/50 will provide a and other aon-dollar ureas, paying for Gfricjal’ that we could get along with 
consumption level for the non-farm them with the proceeds of German $499 900,000 less and still meet our 
population of about 90 percent of pre- ©XPorts. objectives, is incomprehensible to any 
war in total calories but only about If the quantity of food available of the senior officials charged with 
one-half of the prewar meat and fat. from eastern Europe, as the result of responsibility for food planning and 

This projected consumption level bumper harvests or expanded general procurement. : 
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. 
—— Tour of Zone Projects 

Co ee is gradually re- by Margaret Sorenson publicity to increase the attendance at 
i iti = Bae ir plays. placing competition among Ger- : their pl 

h di uidance of the Coe CEO ae In the Wetzlar Post alone, there 
See eae e 2 EUCOM Headquarters 
Armed Forces Assistance Program to - v are over 150 German volunteers 
German Youth Activities. Throughout assisting with GYA groups. Some are 
the US Zone and Berlin there are in- allowing the majority of the group to sports instructors, ballet teachers, 
dications that boys and girls as well achieve its aims. handicraft teachers or music teachers. 
as adults are coming to recognize the N BREMERHAVEN, a German All contribute their time in order to 

need for youth programs which cut I mothers’ club meets at the Park help the youth of their community. In 

across religious, political and social  fyoyse Center, There are 70 mothers Oberammergau volunteer mothers 

barriers. in this group. They not only serve as _ started lessons in spinning. The yarn 

A positive effort has been made to volunteers in various craft groups, but Was donated by the local farmers. 
get more and more capable German also follow activities such as English OME GERMAN communities are 

volunteers interested in a program and cultural classes for their own beginning to realize the benefits 

for all of the youth of the community. benefit, and engage in welfare activ- which derive from a coordinated effort 
American participation diminishes as ities to help some of the neediest par- to provide wholesome  leisure- 
the Germans take a more important ticipants in the center. | f time activities for all the youth of 
part, although the time has not yet In Augsburg, there is an advisory their district. In Neugablonz-Hart, a 
arrived when aid of American sol- committee of 11 mothers for the youth gmall Sudeten refugee community 
diers, airmen, sailors, civilians and de- center. Sonthofen and Fuessen have which has been built in a bombed area 

pendents can be withdrawn without volunteer German ladies working pear the Kaufbeuren Air Base, there 
endangering the effectiveness of the with girls’ groups. In many little vil- are 300 refugees who have ‘begun a 
mission. German youth leaders are ages in the Heidelberg Post the new life in a new country. With the 
encouraged to work as volunteers in mothers have assumed the responsi- help of the engineers at the Kauf- 
GYA while American personnel are bility for sponsoring girls‘ activities peyren Air Base, a sports field was 
still available to give the leaders with assistance from GYA. Rural made for their young people. Then a 
guidance in democratic techniques. parents show a greater willingness wooden building was built to house a 

a than those in the large German cities youth center. There are no paid em- 
pe oy ae posts een to cooperate in a community program _ployees at this center. All the activities 

Be iy ontenitee ees ae for youth which cuts across political are sponsored by volunteers, 
nitting classes, iss : 

th 4 ee ee and religious differences. No one is excluded because he is e fathers have volunteered to help In Nuremberg a German lady has ot a member of th a ; i i ¢ 2 e corre roup. 
Puen sera ga oo become interested in the GYA Little jy advisory council of smeeeien 

rafts for boys durin e Evening Useccisnee wie ae pines Theater Group. ae not only Site adults meets with the youth to discuss 
- i ducti it anges helpful i i parents and other civic leaders are thelr productions but arrans] y ands ole -suggesOus (Orie a 

members of the adult advisory council Beate Cine Coney Chota ae for the youth center. itt le center boasts a thriving dramatic 
Then | society, sports groups, sewing and 

cs ar. a e 2 mothers were count- : knitting classes, music groups and 
Peuine Ae ae ra discussion groups. Last summer the 

patterns too difficult for the small ww q i youn tee crate y ee gerd pennies cal Re : pS at project and the yield of this garden Ss while others were in- 4% i 5 . ‘ ek q Tr helped feed the whole community. age the technique of anew stitch. bs Oye | GYA gives assistance in supplies and CE is cones im- Ei CN i EZ - = transportation. But the center is one ae : they were coming ac- a) NP a | i ail B= =o which the community provided, which 
eatin Nauaoae ncaaoeae and yp ee sss gis they staff with volunteers and which 
ec ant g eas S aes oer a ze} pote is open to every young person in this 
4 : Seome P ae OE ere small village. aughters to visit during leisure hours. At Limburg, a sub-post of Wies- i They were just as curious as their Miss Sorenson, shown above giving a baden, a few German mothers with 
ughters about any innovations ;eport on GYA activities over the the help of the MG official in the 

which the Americans suggested as to American Forces Network at Frank- area decided to have a GYA center in 
group procedures. Some said they furt, prepared this article from her their town. GYA personnel from Wies- were amazed at the dignity and dis- observations during an extensive in- baden give assistance whenever pos- 
patch with which business could be spection of Armed Forces’ GYA instal- sible. The youth program in Limburg transacted when using parliamentary —_Jations throughout the US - occupied is managed by a group of mothers of 
Procedure while at the same time  arcas of Germany. US Amy photo (Continued on next page) 
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fa 7 } ie 2 Le ¥ ‘ q sistently, but there is progress in this 

Bi ae ag oF aa } area, too. In Wetzlar there is a youth 

f ¥ . ea Ee > ' forum where all groups meet to dis- 

a a # Gee ae SRE, cuss questions of mutual interest and 

i , Ee ih mie o to exchange ideas. Nearly all counties 

i " gee , ee in the Wetzlar Military Post have 

i rN .* . e b <4 & - camps attended simultaneously by 

i Ph } \ os ‘e members of different organized groups, 

: A X NS a ~ ve | Some youth groups are cooperating in 

Wee a i} & a | planning and holding youth exhibi- 

¥ ee Bo } — tions and expositions such as those 

mat) ie: AY ee Fy, = s.. organized at Nuremberg and Heidel- 

re Page Sas Se, ox ide : : berg. In Bruchsal and Pforzheim, or- 

tb eo ao (Ss 3 a Py ganized groups are cooperating in the 

ae cu a b>. ia Cos dard construction and financing of a build- 

1 3 eS aad ha 34 4 weg) ae ing for use by all the youth in the 

P j J ae “ Eire community. Such illustrations could 

ag bs SS OE 5. # be multiplied to quite some extent 

yr ; ba a> Bout Cole Se Sn showing that the old concept of com- 

P j c a a Be a petition and jealousy between youth 

td aa, age a rex & i aX = groups is being challenged. When each 

ee a3 Pi Ae a as \) = community can boast of similar in- 

~ “— —s stances, then German youth will have 

Miss Betty Betz, writer of the column “Betty Betz Belts,’ which appears in become democratic in another im- 

many daily papers in the United States, gives a party for members of a portant sense. 

GYA group in Berlin. Miss Betz sponsored many such parties during a These are only some of the ways in 

recent visit to Germany. (US Army photo) which progress is apparent. There are 

youth who wish their children to keep cess youth groups have achieved in ee as a see ‘ 

busy with worthwhile leisure-time self-government. Most of the centers youth program; there are German : 

activities and who wish them to know have youth councils made up of re-  \ojunteers where previously highly 

more about democracy. This is a be- presentatives of all the youth groups trained Hitler Youth leaders had reign- 

ginning of what will become a com- using the center. These councils gq supreme; self-government is slowly 

munity consciousness of the needs of operate according to parliamentary replacing the Fuehrer-Prinzip (leader 

all of the youth. procedure, have a constitution, elect principle), and youth activities are 

In Pforzheim, which is largely Officers, discuss freely and abide by cutting across party, religious, racial, 

destroyed, there is a Kreis (county) the judgment of the majority. All of economic and social lines, Youth 

Youth Committee which realizes re- these things were foreign to German groups accustomed to considering each 

sponsibility to all youth, not just the youth and had to be slowly andsome- other irreconciliable enemies are co- 

organized groups. This committee has times painfully learned. The demo- operating. All these activities point to 

worked with the Heidelberg Post GYA Cratic techniques practiced in these an awakening in Germany of the con- 

officers, the city officials, the MG offic- Council meetings are taken back to viction that young people are not to 
als, the schools and the parents. The €@ch organized group and disseminat- he exploited but assisted to grow into 
city has provided a building for the ed to the members so that they too the citizens of tomorrow. 

youth center. Because it is considered may try them. see 

inadequate for future needs, a plan is In Berlin, for example, 10 of the 11 1‘ ; 

ready for immediate execution which youth centers have such councils. A . Survey icf Police ‘Women : 

includes the building from rubble of a Center in Stuttgart has one of the Miss Barbara Denis de Vittg 
new and larger building for the youth. oldest and most successful of them, assistant inspector of constabulary, 

It will be in the middle of the city In Miesbach and in Butzbach, a ju- Home Ollice or ane United Kingdomg 
and will be surrounded by large sports venile court handles the disciplinary London, is making a survey of the 

fields. In this community all of the problems in the center. US Zone for the Public Safety Brandy 

interested agencies work together as Through a zone-wide handicraft CAD, OMGUS, ‘on "the operations a 

friends in a common cause—the better- Program, GYA has succeeded in help- Police women «in Germany. Mi 

ment of local conditions for their ig hundreds of girls’ groups to or- Deniside VAUs: Great Brains socal 
children. ganize and carry on their business in police woman, will make recom- 

see worms extern eam ban SE such a way that they practice self- menga tone be ae further utilization 

A GEA Cah is Goannelet, cage TONNE Teens a ee | ee 
Augsburg, has secured better condi- man igitls also follow, parliamentary. — 
Hone for underprivileged youth. One procedures in their meetings, have a Ends Reparations Work 

of their members has been elected to constitution, elect officers, discuss Mr. Ernest J. Bootz, chief of the 

the city council, giving the mothers a freely and abide by the judgment of Reparations Section, OMG Hesse, has 
= SAE ts . the majority. They are learning by returned to the United States to 

voice in the city government. doing. engage in industrial engineering. Mr. 

The youth centers, established by It is difficult to find evidence of Bootz was in charge of reparations 

GYA, have been the core of the suc- youth groups working together con- and restitution in Hesse since 1945. 
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I Ref Land Reform 
. 

—— Progress in US Zone 

INS ike three years ago the states Digest land settlement associations are 
_\ in the US Zone developed a law reluctant to take over any land 
intended to initiate a land reform of OMGUS Broadcast whose title may be disputed. 
and land settlement program. Military over German Radios The second major obstacle is that 
Government approved the law and the settlement associations have very 

urged that it be carried out promptly. plots and garden communities for city limited funds. This difficulty is. also 
However, Southern Germany, unlike workers. related to the lack of legal action, 

eastern Germany, had relatively few To date, however, very little of for the associations cannot get com- 
large estates. this land has been turned over to new mercial credit on land that may be 

The law specified that estates of farmers. Only about five percent of subject to law suits. 

more than 100 hectares (274 acres) the privately-owned land made There have also been delays in 
should make land available for available by the law has been used deciding what land should be exempt 
purchase by land settlement associa- for settlements or gardens. The land from the law because it serves seed 
tions, The amount of land to be given that has been distributed under the or livestock-breeding purposes. This 
up would increase as the size of the reform law has come almost entirely has been particularly true in Hesse, 
holding increased. Land acquired in from former German army lands or HESE are serious obstacles. But a 
this way was to be used for several public holdings. a really determined effort by the 
excellent purposes, There has been some progress in state governments would undoubtedly 

One was to settle on farms some of land settlement. Roughly 1,000 new go far towardovercoming them. In each 
the many Germans evacuated from small farms have been established. state a test case could be carried 

beyond the Oder/Neisse Line or ex- About 30,000 acres have been through the courts to obtain a clear- 

pelled frem countries of eastern and distributed to farmers who needed cut, unchallengeable verdict on the 
southeastern Europe. additional land in order to make a legal questions involved, This would 

Another was to increase the present living. And some 44,000 acres have help to solve the financial problem. 

holdings of western German farmers been allocated for small gardens, sub- The state authorities could also take 

whose land was too limited to yield  sistence settlements and similar uses. the lead in looking for ways to ease 

a proper livelihood, But hardly any of this land has been cregit restrictions so that land settle- 

And a third purpose — in some derived from the private estates ment activities could become a rec- 
communities the most important of subject to the law. ognized object of credit. 
all—was to provide garden settle- The German state governments The purpose of the land reform 
ments for workers near the industrial have notified the owners that parts measure was not a doctrinaire law 
centers of the West. of their lands are affected and must jased on a theory of ownership, 

The land was to be purchased. not be disposed of until the parcels chiefly, but a step forward toward 

There was no question of expropria- to be bought by the settlement giving a home and a future to some 
tion without properpayment.Moreover, associations are selected. But in many of the vast refugee population of 

the number of persons whose land cases the actual expropriation orders southern Germany, These Germans 
came under the law was very small. have not followed. forced out of their former homes as 
The owners retained at least 100 In theory, the land effected by the 4 result of Hitler's war are a great, 
hectares, and in many cases more, law can be taken over on a pro- source of diversified, often highly 
depending on the size of their original visional “possession and use” basis skilled labor, At present their energies 

holding. Additional land might be once the owners have been notified nq abilities are often under-or mis- 
retained by the present owners if 1t and proper entries have been made employed. 

was absolutely essential for seed or in the land registers. But in fact, To remedy this situation and tap 
livestock-breeding purposes, there is almost no instance of the use those wasted labor resources for the 

In short, the law was carefully of this power to buy land not already —_ penefit of the whole German recovery 
designed to accomplish the maximum surrendered voluntarily. effort should be a first concern of 
antag ae oe a minimum of pes is the status of land re‘orm in Citizens and government alike. It is 
nL, Fy "i ee ivi ee at Bavaria, Wuerttemberg-Baden and ee ny of ie first eee 

Peete eaten peas e largest and reform and land settlement law De eee eee 
ens. laid the foundations for a fair, Small gardens excluded—only a little 

The records show that only about moderate approach to the problem. more than one third went to the ex- 
700 persons and organizations in the It is very much in the public interest Pellees and refugees. 7 END 
American Zone own more than 100 to note two chief obstacles to the Tae ene 
hectares of land. Their total holdings, carrying out of the law. Payments for Plane Service 
however, amount to well over a One obstacle has been the delay A license to the Allied Aviation 
million and half acres. While much caused by the appeals of land- Service Company permits it to collect 
of this is forest land, there is still a owners to the courts, The courts have in Deutsche marks a portion of its 
substantial amount available from been very slow in acting on their charges for the aircraft it services at 
this source for farms, subsistance appeals. A natural result is that the approved air terminalsin the US Zone. ~ 
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Photography by Air Force 

Ee homeless German boys are learning that some- 

one is interested in their future. They are members 

of the US Air Forces’ pet project—the Boys Town at 

Oberpfaffenhofen. Gs 

Air Force men two years ago saw young boys wander- Te 
ing homeless through Germany, learning ways of crime ee 

because no one cared what became of them. Enlisted ¥¢ 

men and officers decided to set up a home for these ,\ ¢ 

confused, lonely boys modeled on the famous Father i es { 

Flannagan’'s Boys Town in the United States. Fie 

Appealing to friends back home for donations, Air Force eo) ed 
workers at the base chipped in money to provide cloth- * fa ™ ue = " a ar 
ing, bedding and other equipment necessary to make > 3 ¢: > eee, A) 
the plan successful. Youthful members of Boys Town cs f i ty Le 
grow much of their own food and begin learning useful 2 3 le 7) 

trades, They rule themselves in democratic fashion with if eo! “4 . 
regular elections for the governing council. Air Force » Pe Ae ON, 2 
men volunteer their time in teaching and guiding the BY phe oe ae y ys j 
boys. Two Americans give all their time to the work— 9% \ gi Ua a Tee To ae 
M/Sgt. Clyde Hamlin, who organized the Golden Gloves jy me oh ae ao We BD ge. ad RS 
tournaments, and Sgt. Donald Roybal, formerly a resident 7 ge foe 5 Srn eT gy Ri ae 
of Father Flannagan's Boys Town. . Ce. ea ee er a 

Excellent cooperation has been maintained between Boys become self-supporting as far as the facilities 

Germans and Americans in administering the project. _ will permit by growing potatoes and other vegetables. ; 
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Making beds and taking care of themselves is very Making the most of their opportunities for an education, 
important to ihese young boys. these young men read during spare time. 
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Stocking up with firewood for the winter months will be Carpentry shop oiiers facilities for making useful objects 

worth the effort spent now. in furnishing ‘Boys’ Town". 
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Demonstrating democratic principles—this young offender is given a trial by his fellow ciiizens. 
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“Adviser on Arts 
P ees / 1 Mr. Stephan P. Munsing, chief of 

; é I SO n n e N ol es the Monuments, Fine Arts and 
- Archives Section of OMG Bavaria, | 

————————————————L_uum= has been made special adviser to 

OMGB's Cultural Affairs Branch, He 
Personnel Officer novelist, spoke at the British In- will supervise a program of MG 

Mr. Robert M, Barnett, director of formation Center in Berlin, June 13. services to German museums, libraries 

civilian personnel, CINCEUR, has They have been touring the western and other fine arts institutions. 
assumed the position of personnel Z0nes of Germany and gave their 

officer, QMGUS, impressions of life there as well as me * * 

TL ~—Cin addition to his | 0f women's affairs in America and Customs Inspector 
i < 4 other duties. He England. Mr. Thomas F. Sullivan, former 

a F succeeded Col. * XK * assistant police chief of Hartford, 
™ v me 34 James T. Duke, Conn., has been appointed: regional 
VG s _— who was recently Survey of Troops customs inspector 

, ; pe d appointed com Mr. Mark A. McCloskey, a member in Hesse for the [f 
howd , manding officer of President Truman's committee on BBipartite Control 
= ‘d of Berlin Mili- religious and moral and character Office. A gradu- | 

ba tary Post. guidance in the US Armed Forces, is ate of the New ei rf - 
; Mr Barnett en- touring Army, Navy and Airforce York Police De- | iim Ts 

tered government  jnstallations in Germany, Austria and partment College | | Le 
service in 1933 with the National England. Acting at the request of and the Federal | o, 
Recovery Administration (NRA) and Secretary of Defense Louis A. John- Bureau of Inves- | 4 7 
had been director of personnel for son, Mr, McCloskey will gather in- tigation School 4 

several governmental agencies. in- formation for a report on the in Washington, 

cluding the Social Security Board, religious, recreational, educational and Mr. Sullivan was 
Federal Security Agency, War Man- welfare activities of service men and police inspector and investigator for _ 
power Commission and the US De- women stationed in the European the Public Safety Branch, OMG 
partment of Labor before joining Command. Hesse. In his new capacity, Mr. — 

CINCEUR in 1927. * ” % Sullivan will maintain continual and 
* * K active inspection over German 4 

Study at EUCOM Schools F&A Chief Leaves customs operations and facilities. | 

Twenty-five officers of the Turkish ei pair euaiag/ hap * * * 
Army will attend European Command — ¢ : Specta® Suviser to ihe Reserve Rank 

oe ; 4 ecretary of Agriculture, returned to 5 E 4 
Training Schools in Germany this the United States Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor, US chief — 
summer. Twelve officers will report after having head prosecutor in 12 war crimes trials 

to the EUCOM Tank Training Center, . Bico's Food, Agri- held at Nuremberg, has been named 
while a second group of 13 will ae culture aia For- 4 brigadier general in the Organized 

attend the EUCOM Ordnance School. A _— estry Group for Reserve Corps. He is at present on 
* ¥ x a bf the past 15 duty with Judge Advocate General's 

j — months. office in Washington. 
Assimilation of Refugees Lo J As director of 

Dr. Julius Isaac, research associate et » agricultural af- a a ee 
of the National Institute of Economic fairs for the US . 
and Social Research, London, Eng- ¥ * sth Army in Dr. Norman E. Himes 
land, conferred with US Military Italy, Mr. An- Dr. Norman E. Himes, chief of the 

Government officials in Berlin on the drews was given the Crown-of-Italy Research and Reorientation Branch of 
problems attendant to the assimilation Award by the Italian Government for the Information Services Division, 

of more than 6,000,000 refugees and his work in restoring the country’s OMG Bremen, died unexpectedly of @ 

expellees in the Bizonal Area of Ger-  war-shattered agricultural system. heart attack on 6th June in Venice, 

many. An expert on_ population In 1945, Mr. Andrews joined OM- where he and Mrs. Himes were 
studies with special reference to Gyg in Berlin as deputy chief of the spending a short leave, 

migration movements, Dr. Isaac is in Fo0d & Agriculture Branch, Economics Dr. Himes was professor of sociology 
Germany for a month as a visiting  pivision, to assist in establishing an at Colgate University from 1932 to 
expert consultant to the OMGUS agricultural policy for Germany, He 1942. He came to Germany in 1946 
Civil Administration Division, fol- was recalled to Washington in May as chief of the Office of Special 

lowing a similar visit made a year 1946 as a special consultant to the Education, OMGUS, and joined the 
ago. Secretary of Agriculture on problems — staff of OMG Bremen in July 1948. 

* * * dealing with world food supplies. In He was the author of 10 books, as 
- January 1948, when Economic opera-_ well as numerous articles published 

Speak at British Center tions of the US and UK Zones were in the Economic Journal, Quarterly 
Miss Dorothy Thompson, American merged, Mr, Andrews returned to Journal of Economics, Journal of 

newspaper columnist, and Miss Re- Germany as head of the Bipartite Political Economy and American 

becca West, political writer and Food, Agriculture and Forestry Group. Journal of Sociology. 
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— — Review of Wuerttemberg-Baden Program 

Ores in a democracy must develop “a thick skin" in their position of — such public forums, 

responsibility to the people, Maj. Gen. Charles P. Gross, director of OMG On the other hand, I would recom- 
Wuerttemberg-Baden, told a group of German county administrators, mayors — mend that the county administration be 
and other officials who met with OMGWB state and liaison officials recently represented in all its aspects so as 

in a day-long seminar to discuss the program of open forums and town hall to be able to answer. any question 
meetings. Since they were initiated in Wuerttemberg-Baden in November 1947, _ which may arise out of the county. 
a total of 1,538 town hall meetings and open forums had been held. 

General Gross agreed with the mayor of Mannheim who said that the Nise paoeegteiy 28 Dorbagier e 
Germans were at fault in not having learned to listen to ‘what the other has better attended than fon fide ae 

to say." In addition the OMG director said, the German habit of idolizing litical aneetines The reaien fi mee 
authority produced an “efficient people,” but also a “dangerous” one, ‘because hat th . i Weed sie 
you are so easily swung by authority.” the eS Reep ie ats inquisitive: tee 

The town hall meeting “makes for an independent people, a people not too sea the desire and _ will of the 

easily controlled or led, it means a man who doesn't readily respond to the Peeoa. that these meetings be SOR 

lash of the whip," General Gross said. “I think it is the core and principle of S. . h ea A i 
democracy because it leads to independence and independence is essential to omehow each meeting has its own 
true happiness.” character, often due to the structure 

Heard from also were several county administrators and mayors who agreed an he: Community seat but more 

that the town hall meetings were ‘an excellent instrument of public education" Oren: EME: 28) NS personality Of the 
and were teaching the Germans to voice their opinions frankly. A digest of the mayor or county administrator oe 
transcript of the seminar discussion follows. ducting the mecting: LE hevge ithe type 

that can express himself properly, the 

Minister of Interior Fritz Ulrich of terest in public affairs and also gives ™eeting is a success. 
Wuerttemberg-Baden: We have been an indication to the people that My fear in the beginning that the 
called into session with American everything has at least two aspects. public officials would be restricted 
Military Government in order to dis- One of the negative aspects is that Somewhat in these meetings has not 
cuss the general topic of town-hall sometimes the questions are of a per- Come true. On the contrary, it has 
meetings and open forums. We have sonal and individual nature and not been found that these meetings have 
been called upon to meet with the suited for public discussion. given the officials an opportunity to 
representatives of Military Govern- I would advise that the respective explain their standpoint in such a way 
ment on an equal basis to voice our mayor or a member of the community as to clear up misunderstandings. 
opinions. council take over so as to become These meetings alone cannot’ carry 

The Wuerttemberg-Baden Govern- acquainted with both local and gen- on the educational work of the public 

ment heartily welcomes the idea of ¢ral administration and gain more ex- and, therefore, I suggest that the vil- 

such open forums as an instrument Perience in answering questions at (Continued on next page) 
and medium of achieving a sound and : 2 7 ease a 
healthy democratic way of life. In ae é $ agi ot od 

doing so we heartily welcome any fc Repeat E at | pe 
constructive or factual criticism. 4 4 Uae oe Bs | Ve 

re ue Pris: vo 
Mr. Eugene Walters, director of the ~ i Ht | 3 | aie | 

Field Relations Division, OMGWB: In iS ae 
our interchange of ideas we would id ie 4 
like your honest opinion on how ' \ 4 ‘i 
things have been handled in the past, : 3 U ul fics 
whether they are being handled sat- i > . Ld i > rT ~ 
isfactorily now, and how they should prose +a ' t } al v4 
be handled in the future. You have 4 : 2 
the opportunity to let your hair down 

ss ~ and speak perfectly frankly. * J A | aa 
+ 4 " 

County Administrator Burkhardt of = ay es 
Schwaebisch Gmuend: These town- By. i #> : 
hall meetings so far are an excellent et f a ae D4 
instru i ‘i sore 2 
Desnciey tn etniet ae tie aren Friedrich Kuhrle, county administrator of Vaihingen/Enz, (left) explains his 
to voice their opinions frankly and views on town-hall meetings at the seminar. Seated at the table are (left to 
sincerely, It forces the population to right) Mr. Dwight B. Horner, OMGWB Teorlen tation director; Mr. Harold 
consider the general situation in -an Wyatt, chief of the Civil Affairs Branch; Mr, arvey M. Coverley, deputy 

objective way. 1 on ss director, and Maj. Gen. Charles P. Gross, OMGWB director, Standing behind 
y. It creates a general in- them is a German interpreter. (PIO OMGWB photo) 
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lages themselves hold town-hall meet- assemblies have always been directed many subjects are discussed and the 
ings by themselves every six to by bureaucracy, whereas forums give whole forum ends in details. For the 
eight weeks in which to discuss local any one an opportunity to ask present the best would be the 

problems. The real honest purpose of questions which may come to his standardized or fixed type. 
such meetings is in providing the mind. A bureaucracy is afraid that The technique and the topic should 
means of educating the public to the initiative and selection of topics be discussed in advance. The chair- 

think and to strengthen their feeling actually originate from the people man should have so much tact and 
for self-management. instead of from the chairman, feeling that he knows how and when 

County Administrator Kuehnle of Those who wish to have special to let people carry the forum them- 

Vaihingen/Enz: There is somewhat of Citizens’ assemblies on water supply, selves. The forum is an adequate 

a risk in the present way of handling etc., should be permitted to do so, means to challenge bureaucracy and 
these meetings. After all, itisthe gov- but in the forums the audience make democracy carry its re- 
ernment who suggests and directs should decide what will be discussed. sponsibility. If we make good use of 
these meetings and I feel that a de- The county administrator and the the means of forums, then we serve 
sire for the meetings should come mayor are not at the meeting as democracy. 
from the public itself. If the purpose neutral visitors, but as _ political Mayor Koenig of Pforzheim: I pro- 
of such meetings is to cultivate demo- agents. The forum audiences are fess to be an unrestricted sponsor of 
cratic thought, then we should discuss justified in asking political questions the town-hall meetings for two 
current vital problems rather than about the economic office, the food reasons: First, because we learn in 
constitutional matters on a state office, etc. The visitor to the forum such forums actually to deal with 
basis. If the county administration is does not want to know how the law _ problems and in discussing them, not 
to get the opinion of the communities, or directive reads so much as he to by-pass each other in our state- 
we really do not need the forum wants to know the reasons for it. He ments; second, the open forum is an 
meeting for that. wants to hear a personal opinionfrom excellent medium for putting prob- 

County Administrator Jetter of Le- the civil servant in the frame of the lems of general interest into the 

onberg: To the question whether or 2eneral political setup. . foreground for frank discussion. . 

not the meetings held in my county Mr. Thomas E. Griswold, MGO It is absolutely necessary that we 

can be considered a success I must L¥dwigsburg: A neutral official should should not restrict ourselves to topics 
answer 90 percent in the negative. give the answer which is either the of local policy. Another prerequisite 
This is due to the fact that as county [act or his personal opinion if he is of such forums is that all specialists 
administrator I was forced to discuss, @Sked for it because he has been in city administration be present. 
explain or define, for instance, the elected by the people in that area We should not see in the demo- 
actions of (a German bizonal official) and they are entitled to know what cratic way of life only the fact of 
and I feel that that is hardly my job. 1S Position is. 7 constitutional law. The school of 

I was forced to take a stand with re- Mayor Cahn-Garnier of Mannheim: democracy must be the community 
gard to the Potsdam declaration as it In the matter of open forums Military and the community can be such a 

pertained to expellees. I had to de- Government has to take into con- school if we see the necessity 

fend and discuss measures taken by ‘ideration the fact that the German of discussing generally interesting 
the state legislature in spite of the mentality is different from the problems. 
fact that I myself am not a represen- American mentality and the education We in Pforzheim want to make the 
tative of that body. of the people here is different from step forward by publishing in the 
What I want to bring out is that that in the United States. Germany official gazette how far we have been | 

the holding of meetings without a all its history perhaps has not able to carry out suggestions made ~ 
clear directive is wrong. What we learned to think politically and there- in the public forums. | 
should do in these meetings is to dis- fore does not have the same political General Gross: Americans appre- — 

cuss local problems and perhaps such !"terpretation. ciate that it is not an easy task to 
county problems as we are capable of My experience has taught me that spread our idea of democracy in ~ 
answering. I also deem it advisable the German has so far not learned to Germany even though, as the minister _ 
that a theme to be discussed at the listen to what another person has to of interior said, you enjoyed de- . 

meeting might be announced before- say; he has not endeavored to find mocracy before America was dis- — 
hand in order to give the public the truth in what his opponent says, and covered. | | 
opportunity of thinking over their is too hasty in saying that he is right When the mayor of Mannheim says 
questions and the other person is wrong. You “the German will not listen,” he hits, 

: , . have to educate the German to think I think, at the root of Germany's 

For discussion of political and politically and then to exercise’ difficulty—the German's respect for 
economic topics on higher levels, ut political tolerance. authority. In Germany the parent has 
1s recommended to hold the forums in There are three categories of great authority over the children. 
larger communities. The local com- forums: i—prepared forums, 2—spon- You immediately discipline them (the 
munity problems could then be dis- taneous forums, 3—standardized or children) if they express their own 
cussed in ‘citizens’ meetings” of fixeq forums. A prepared forum is will or line of thought, The school 
small communities to which the when American or German officials teacher has the same attitude toward 
county administrator or mayor 18 come with a prepared speech. This all pupils. The mayor or county ad- 
invited. | is not the type we want. A ministrator or local official feels the 

County Administrator Geist of Ess- spontaneous forum would be ideal same way toward the villagers. . 
lingen: I would like to point out the and democratic, but the public is not I am over-simplifying this, but I 
difference between citizens assemblies quite ready for it yet. The danger want to make a point: A German 

and the so-called forums. The citizens’ of a spontaneous forum is that too of 30 does not listen to a man of 20; 
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a man of 60 is outraged when he’ of individual responsibility in the want the officials to hold lectures. 
receives advice from a man of 30, people. / We want them to give quick answers 
and that stubborn deferential attitude At this point the skeptic will say, to the questions asked and in tthe past of superiority over some and re- ‘Yes, but the individual responsibility we have obtained excellent results. 
cognition of superiority or inferiority lacks moral support — to which I County Administrator Schauder of 
to others is the thing we believe say that there is no better moral Nuertingen: The following is the 
makes Germany, as one of the world’s = support than individual responsibility.” technique established in our forums: 
efficient people, so dangerous—be- Mr. Raymond Lascoe, MGO Pforz- A local chairman is appointed. As 
cause they can be controlled and heim: Basically much in the forum long as questions move along a local 
regimented. discussions is impractical and not to channel, he answers the questions. 
Democracy means that a man does the point. However, in each of the When it comes to questions on a 

not readily respond to the lash of a 34 forums we have had in Pforzheim higher level, I automatically take 
whip or the direction of a senior and there has been at least one positive ower the chairmanship, as it is easier 
I think that is the core and the result from the meeting. for me to answer such questions. On 
principle of democracy; it leads to In one case businessmen complained’ a state level there is another person 
independence and that independence that 49 forms had to be filled out to present who then takes over the chair 
is absolutely essential to true export something. This matter was and answers those questions, happiness. | brought to the attention of higher Of main importance to the general 
We don't expect to make wonderful MG authorities and the forms reduced public is that they receive correct 

strides (in public forums); we are to approximately seven. answers. In the case of questions 
quite happy in the strides we have Other results of the forumsincluded addressed to Military Government, it 
seen accomplished; and the responses provision of a bus to.connect two is imperative that a satisfactory 
of many of you have almost reached communities; the opening of one answer be given. 
the point where you are enjoying town's closed meetings to the public; Mayor Maile of Heilbronn: One 
these forums. We are far apart yet, correction of an arbitrary cancellation cannot give a uniform recipe as to 
but I think that we are coming of 32 carloads of coal to the city of how to handle forums. Personally I together. Pforzheim, provision of a street ight- am of the opinion that if you have a 

Mr. Nicholas Semaschko, MGO Ess-_ ing system; and a plan to build 200 forum prepared in advance and the 
lingen: We feel that the public forums homes this year to relieve the housing people have the possibility of working 
have started a democratic process of | shortage. out their opinion in advance, then thinking among the citizens of our Mr. Walters: Because of the number what you give the audience is a 
county. We found during the forums of questions raised here, we would filtered opinion. 
that many persons had a complete like to know how many here feel that I feel that if an awkward question 
misconception of what a certain law the press should be included and is put to the mayor or county ad- 
involved or what a certain action on take a more active part in reporting ministrator and he is able to answer 
the part of an official meant. It gave on these town meetings. (80 percent it, the population feels that he knows 
us the opportunity to make the people affirmative response.) what he is doing and talking about. 
realize that they were the govern- What are your feelings with regard It is most important to the audience 
ment and that they could take active to MGO’s taking part in the town that the higher officials are able to 
participation in their government. hall meetings? (All agreed that he handle questions as they crop up in 

I am convinced that they have should be present; almost all agreed the audience. . 
learned from participating in forums that he should remain in the back- County Adminstrator Lenkner of 
that their voice does count. The ground, subject to the demands of the Ocehringen: I must disagree. It is true 
citizens of Esslingen are beginning audience and the type of question that we have a committee appointed 
really to take an interest in not only asked; there was a split of opinion as on the suggestion of Military Govern- 
their local affairs but in national and to whether the MGO should give a ment which goes out into the com- 
international affairs on a sound con- speech). munities and appoints committees to 
Structive basis. Mayor Mueller of Oehringen: If the handle the local forums. This com- 

Mr. Harvey M. Coverly, deputy MGO is to conduct the meeting, a mittee puts up an agenda with 
director of OMGWB: There isno doubt part of the population will say that questions regarding local problems of. 
but that American Military Govern- something is being imposed upon us the community. These questions lead 
ment is vitally interested in the by American Military Government. to other questions, which serve the 
Progress of democratization for the In Oehringen, on the suggestion of purpose of the forum, German people. However, democracy Military Government, we have formed County Administrator Steinbrenner 
is something more than a form of a committee and sub-committees in of Sinsheim: I feel that the responsible 

government over people; it is a various communities to discuss the official must be in a position, without 
government of the people. agenda of the forums so as to give having an opportunity to prepare 

It is foolish to talk of government the officials an opportunity of getting himself beforehand, to answer ques- 
of the people unless the people are. the necessary information for questions __ tions. 
responsible for the government, and which might be asked at the forum. Mr. Walters: All those who feel that 
it is silly to talk of collective re- If the objection is raised that that the county administrator should be 
sponsibility of the people without is not a forum any longer, then we chairman and Jead the public forum, 
keeping in mind individual re may answer that we only want to please raise their hands. (About one- 
sponsibility which makes up collective prepare the officials for answering third response.) responsibility, Public discussion of questions that arise and avoid sending How many think that the mayor in public problems with public officials our whole staff, which would ovel- the various small towns should be 
is a method for creating the feeling burden our local officials. We do not (Continued on next page) 
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chairman and run the meeting? (Not decisions are made on a high level Mayor Engelbrech of Weinheim: | 
quite one-third.) without having their influence on his think we make a mistake in stating 

: How many think the citizens’ com- own little life. _ that we are not politically ripe for 

mittees should run the meetings? If rationing is brought up, it is some things. Even if political ques- 

(About four persons.) not wise to explain the technical side tions are brought up in a forum, we 
How many feel that another local of this problem; rather, it isnecessary should have the ability to answer 

official, such as the community leader, to point out to the population the them. It would make a bad im- 
etc., should be in charge? (Two reasons for rationing. pression in the forum not to permit 

persons.) Many more local problems are them. That is why I advocate a 
How many favor a_ town-hall brought up than high-level questions. forum without any program—a free 

meeting keing open to any subject Therefore, it might be wise not forum. 

which the audience wishes to dis- only to accept questions from the Dr. Klett: In my experience it was 
cuss? (Almost all.) audience but to make counter- always good to direct a meeting back 

How many feel that discussion questions to the audience, such as, from a high political level to matters 

should be restricted to local subjects? “How many inhabitants are there in of local politics. If we don’t do this, 
(About four persons.) the county and how many expellees the discussion is likely to split up 

How many of you think it should are living there?’ Having established into details. 
extend to discussion of international the basic information for discussion, County Administrator Gross of 

problems? (About two-thirds.) we Can progress to the more im- Karlsruhe: I would like to suggest 

In my estimation a majority of the portant questions of public life which that an official from the respective 

meetings which were successful were are decisive for our living together. state ministries be delegated to attend. 

those open to all questions. (General Dr. Klett: We have seen that coun- the forums. I would like to see the. 
response, ‘Quite correct.") ter-questions from the chair are often state ministers establish contact with 

Dr. Seebig, president of the Wuert- | appropriate because they lead to the people and get to know their 
temberg-Baden Association of County further discussion which often auto- special needs by taking part in local 
Administrators: I suggest that the in- matically answers the question before government forums. The relationship 
vitation to appear at a forum should the house. . They also make the _ of the press to these forums should 
come from the mayor, county ad- _ audience think over the problem a_ be one of attendance and factual 

ministrator or the MGO, as we seem _ little more. reporting. _ _ 
to have had the most success this way. Community Leader Oechsle of Dr. Klett: Any minister willing to 

A representative of the economics or Wuerttemberg: 1 would like to add attend our forums will be welcome: 
the food office should be present, as @ certain warning—not to extend the One of the most valuable suggestions 

well as the refugee commissioner. It T@mge of topics too far. Forums are made today concerned publication In 
has not proven necessary to have local performances, a special kind of _ the official city or county gazette of 

saving bank, finance, district schoo] Citizens’ meetings. I extend my the results accomplished through the 
or police officials present. warning particularly to the question town forums. The press should receive 

| . ; ; . of party politics, as administration further assistance through press con- 
(Following a general discussion, it hould b -political f et der t int the re- 

was decided that the county ad- shou e non-political. — erences in order to acquain e 
— _— Dr. Klett: One correction so far aS porters more with local government 

ministrator and mayor jointly should th d “non-volitical”’ j med cent 
extend the invitations ‘to participants.) Se 8 CONES te concepis. 

It should be called non-party- As a positive result of the forums I 

Mayor Klett of Stuttgart: I think political” because I think that a great hope we can say that the German 
we should discuss the spirit which part of what we are doing in the can learn to carry on a fair dis- 
should prevail in the public forum. forums is definitely political, but not cussion and to listen to others in 
The real object of both citizens’ party political. public discussions. --END 
meetings and open forums is the 

same—to bring the population and o—__—«—«—r—«—nx—[—«—e—e—_—_— 
administration into as close contact ° . ° | 

as possible. For this reason, I feel | Agricultural Aid Sought of ECA 

that the questions should be more of A request, first to originate with weeks in the United States, with the 
a local nature and less of a national ! , . . ' | 
nature. the Bizonal Economic Administration, exception of the forestry experts who 

County Administrator Schwan of « N cal assistance under the we - would stay three months. | 

Tauberbischoisheim: Forums have a ace has been submitted by BIO ‘to Nine American experts in similar 
olitical purpose for the followin 1 Missi fields would come to Germany 10 p purpose | e Io g the ECA Special Mission to Western lect and instruct on modern aqricul- 

reason: The questions of loca] com- Germany and forwarded to the Office ure oth 4 : g 

munity politics are questions where of the Special Representative in Paris. tural me ° °: 
the audience can get the best  f approved in Paris, the request goes The project also calls for the ex- 
education in political thinking. The jg ECA in Washington for final penditure of $20,000 on books and 

community and county are the birth- approval. periodicals to bring German libraries 

places of the political man. The proposed project calls for 33 and agricultural research institutes up 

In the question and answer part of German experts in the fields of to date on latest developments. 
a forum the connection between forestry, agriculture, plant protection The application also proposes the 

everyday headaches and the big and veterinary surgery to go to the purchase of some farm machinery, 

problems should be pointed out. The United States and study new develop- plant machines for rehabilitation of 

individual attending such a meeting ments and techniques. It is proposed nurseries, and home appliances for 

should recognize that no political that each expert spend about six speeding house work. 
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(Continued from page 8) periodicals; mayors and deputy interest them in developing ways for 

Inter-Faith Councils mayors; presidents of industries, clubs training teachers in the field of human 
h to mobilize interest and - and associations; bankers puns relations. 

months — ion leaders, youth or- ; 
stimulate the growth of constructive vanizationa superinten dents of radio “ a noe a Series of conrerences 

contributions from these groups. stations, and editors and publishers of 30 ities OL “he US Zone, teachers 
Te INTER-FAITH MOVEMENT newspapers and magazines. 

has made notable progress during By the end of summer there will 4, To enlist interest for a two- 

its first year in Germany. Councils  ,. at least 120 active leaders on week workshop in human relations 

have been organized in four im- ip. committees ia Munich, Stuttgart, each of the states for in-service 

portant centers in the US Zone. Thes€é Wiesbaden and Frankfurt, There teachers. 

councils are made up of leaders IN wil) be an intensive program for 5. To secure, if possible, Otto 
education, religion, business, labor, influencing public opinion through \Klineberg, Social Sciences Division, 
government and community activities. yery group that can be enlisted. UNESCO, to speak in university 

They include university presidents Next year, if financial means are teachers’ training schools, and before 

end professors; representatives of the available. the inter-faith councils teachers’ meetings in the largest 
ministry of education in each state; lan: cities in the zone. 
city school superintendents, principals pram wos | 
and professors; representatives of the 1. To develop six new councils in 6. To arrange eight clergy con- 
secondary and special schools; bishops Berlin, Bremen, Nuremberg, Karls- ferences to stimulate their interest 

and leading clergymen of Protestant ruhe, Kassel and Augsburg. and cooperation. 

and Catholic churches; Rabbi and 2. To hold a one-day conference 7. To develop 14 teams who will 

Jewish laymen; theological school in each state with representatives spend a day each in 42 cities on a 

professors; publishers of religious from teachers training institutions to speaking tour of the US Zone. 

eects 8. To publish a monthly informa- 
| tional bulletin of 1,500 circulation, each 

Talent Needed to Bolster Personnel issue providing information on current 

activities and containing one article 

German personnel experts from cational preparation are limited in of current interest in this field. 

Berlin and the western zones were Germany as compared with other 9. To stimulate interest of writers 

advised by MG officials to enlist the countries. and leaders to produce helpful 

talents of the German population in Military Government has urged material. 

building a government personnel German civil service planners to re- 10. To develop in each council 

system “which will serve the people quire training for the specific kind 4 traveling library exhibit of the best 
because it is recruited from the 4 work rather than more academic  hgoks in this field. 
people.” prowess. “Methods which are familiar a ae . 1 

Public censure of Germany's tradi- a+, very often not the best ones,” a rr e., . ee to Pacers 

tional officialdom as “aclass of direc- p, Mansfield told the conference. mm be erenei ab ritish Zones, when 
tors, not servants,” will end when in- called upon to do so. 
coming personnel is taught that “the He suggested, as a goal, develop- 12. To develop a_ coordinating 

most honored public servant is the ment of a civil service In which the office with a general director, director 

one who best reflects public needs,” individual should work with under- of educational organizations and a 

Mr. Allsworth Wolfsperger, chief of standing of the needs and desires of director of religious organizations in 
OMGUS’ Civil Service Branch, told a the community which he serves with aagition to the already established 
two-day forum of German personnel Ss personal security and retirement  qirector of literature. +END 
and administrative officials at the  Pemefits merely a secondary consider- 

Institute of Public Affairs in Frank- @4O0. 
furt. , Dr. han Hagen Oe mem Work Stoppages 

Dr. Harvey Mansfield, head of the er of the board o € uerttem- . soe ges 
Political Science Department of Ohio berg-Baden union of cities, surveyed _ RPPOFS Foon eae he ravine ne 
State University, told the conference ew facilities for training public ser- t. of eectitn, noe orn © ne 

that by adopting recommendations vants in his state, including a pro- lost due to mana ement-labor dis utes for democratic training of civil ser- 97am of special university courses. ee anag puts 
vants i : Hvar : He recommended that the Institute of between January and March is 

S it could determine “what kind . “th 9.032 percent, the highest for any 
of people you would like to see in Public Affairs make contacts wits quarter since the beginning of the 
your government for the next gene- schools and public agencies abroad occupation, However, this percentage 
ration." to obtain for Germany s government is appreciably below the correspond- 

“You will want to bear in mind . Service the benefits of professional ing annual 1947 average of 0.41 per- 

the fine qualities of old-time German Progress made during Germany's ent in the United States, where the 
Civil servants as well as the weak- isolation. monthly 1948 figures ranged from 
nesses and shortcomings of the past,” Dr. Hans Peters of the Free Univer- 0,08 (preliminary data) to 1.01 percent. 

he added. He credited German gov- sity of Berlin praised the conference Except for the Bavarian metal strike, 
ernment personnel with having gener- as a contribution to planning of Ger- which accounted for almost 90 per- 

ally good educational background many's public service on lines con- cent of the total time lost, the US Zone 

but said Opportunities for such edu- sistent with a democratic government. was virtually free of work stoppages. 
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Living Space ? 
O c c u a t 1 oO n Lo The cornerstone for a new housing 

Pp é s project to' provide between 450 and 500 

apartments for Air Forces personnel 
Ls MRM MEET UAMETEEE Coase tea eet et ee eee) end thelr dependents has been: laideus 

Munich, The project was made pos- 
Children and Charity _ The purposes of the tour are to sinle icoudh the approval by the 

When young Frederick Staden, a im¢rease American understanding of  pizonal Reconstruction Loan Cor- 
German orphan seriously ill with W0rld problems, to increase under- poration of a loan of DM 20,000,000 
“coeliakie," entered the county hos- Standing of America around the world, (6 900,000) to the Bavarian govern- 
pital at Ludwigsburg three months [© Show the genuine interest of jyent for the construction of the new 
ago he had no idea of the interest his © Americans in other peoples and their anartments. 
case would arouse in Wuerttemberg- Ptoblems, to spread and strengthen The apartments will be used for 
Baden. Then Mr. Thomas D. Griswold, the democratic way of free discussion, joysing of families of US Air Force 
MG officer for Ludwigsburg, heard of and to Promote peace, freedom and personnel, including those engaged in 

Staden, who, although one and a half Understanding. airlift operations. As Air Force 
years old, weighed only seventeen Travelers Aid requirements are reduced, Air Force 
pounds, Ker personnel and their dependents who 

Doctors said that only a diet Visitors to western Germany NO are at present billeted throughout 
of bananas could save his life. longer must travel to one of the Bavaria will move into the 
Whereupon Mr. Griswold made an eleven capital cities in which Allied  yunich apartments and release the 

immediate appeal for funds, which Military Permit officers are located other properties. Additional housing 
netted $164.85 from the personnel of 1 Order to obtain entry permits for facilities will thus be made available 
OMGWB heardquarters with more to the three western zones. The Com- ty German families. 
follow. The life-saving bananas for bined Travel Board, tripartite travel Construction of this housing projec 

the frail German youth are now being conte! SC EnOy een ee eee ee also makes further requisitioning un- : 
supplied by the Ludwigsburg PX, with | Cae necessary. It is expected that half of 
the outlook for the boy's recovery American, British and French consuls th tn E 

; ; ase e apartments will be completed in 
improving daily, and certain governmental agencies in Hee Gnonthe. 

: : almost all countries throughout the J 
Town Meeting of Air world are in a position to document Carelesness and Crime d 

Berlin will come in on the Round- travelers with entry permits, in ad- Watiings by Aietioah! policeamm 

the-World Town Meeting of the Air dition to the existing Allied Military 5, j\1. aay ‘i ve. at in Oa 
on July 12. Two members of the pro- Permit offices. (See Jist on page 34.) re E SE eee ae ee 

5 Bs car invites theft" proved all too true” 
grams staff, Mrs. Elizabeth Colclough The new procedure greatly facilitates Bete 4 
and Mr. William R. Traum, arrived in the travel to western Germany of RS en aera or valusta 
Berlin orice this ie Lars oe idi a ar eas articles stolen from American auto 

oe . Boreons vesting those eels in mobiles in Wiesbaden was recently 
preliminary arrangements for the which Allied Military Permit offices . wa ; j 

5 Ee é : recovered by Hessian criminal police. 
broadcast in which 25 persons will have not been established, In the past, 2 4 
participate. these persons were obliged to proceed A gang of young burglars led by ~ 

The Berlin meeting will feature a to the nearest country in which an deveotoldy Werner Schaefer, ap 
discussion on the “YouthofGermany" Allied Military Permit office was prehended at Wiesbaden, ed inv 

by two German and two American located, which in certain cases in- eieeh ase Caches pared subeaa 

speakers. Waldemar von Knoeringen, volved travel over long distances. The lets, oe ue po cao bul 
chairman of the Socialist Democratic Combined Travel Board was able to 8S 12 wall apertures and in attics 
Party of Bavaria, and Peter D, Propp, establish the new facililies for travel There they recovered a of 

economics student at the Free Uni- documentation through the cooperation pur ales looted from American Calg 
versity of Berlin, will be the German of the US State Department, the including false teeth, car tools, coffes 

speakers. British Foreign Office and the French candy, ee powdered ae 
Dr. Alonzo G, Grace, director of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. electric ee Tadios; clothing, sili 

Education and Cultural Relations Di- tackle, musical instruments, cameras) 
vision, OMGUS, will be one of the Spare That Tree and binoculars. ; 
two American speakers. Timber scheduied for cutting in the Schaefer, the oldest and apparently 
Mayor Ernst Reuter of Berlin will Bizonal area during the present the ringleader of the gang, admitted 

make the opening address, forestry year has been reduced by  havingbroken into at least 20 American’ 
A transcription of the program in approximately 9.5 percent with the cars. One of his gang is a key 

English will be broadcast in the United sanction of the Bipartite Control mechanic who used a master key m 
States over the 260 stations of the Office. This was brought about largely | many cases to gain entrance to locked 
American Broadcasting Company. by a downward reassessment of this automobiles. 

The Round-the-World Town Meeting year's mandatory military require- Following a round-up of the teem 
broadcast and seminar in Berlin is ments, a reduced home demand for age gang, Mr. Allen C. Wilson, OMG 
part of a world tour during which hard timber and for softwood exports. Hesse investigation chief, emphasized, 
similar programs are scheduled for Also bearing on the decision to cut “Locking car doors is not enough; 
London, Paris, Oslo, Vienna, Rome, less timber’ was the increased when you leave anything in your cat 

Ankara, Athens, Tel Aviv, Cairo, availability of petroleum products for you are inviting theft. Thieves wil 
Karachi, New Delhi, Manila, Canton, fuel purposes, replacing wood and _ break the ventilator windows, jimmy 
Tokyo and Honolulu. coal as fuel in generator gas vehicles. the locks or in some way get in te 
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steal anything which is left. The only “Homebrew"—Banned to Bizonal turesque Edersee in the Kassel area 
insurance against loss or damage is farmers since the end of the war, it and in the Taunus Mountains near 

not leaving anything to be stolen is back on the German beverage list. Frankfurt, will be attended both by 
from the car.” Provided farmers were permitted to Hessian youngsters and displaced 

2 brew their own beer prior to April, children of various other nationalities. 
Gift of Medical Books 1938, and grow their own barley for 

Seventy tons of medical books have this beverage, each is now permitted Income Control 
been given the medical department of _ to make up to 264 gallons for home To ensure that income from west 
the Public Affairs: Institute in Frank- consumption, sector Berlin properties accruing to 
furt by the US Army Medical Corps. landlords resident outside the area 

The books, all extra copies from Summer Camps , ; will not be transferred out of the 

Army medical libraries in Germany, The benefits of summer Camping will western sectors, a Berlin currency 

will be sent to medical schools and be provided an increasing number of control office has been set up with 

libraries throughout the US-occupied German youth in Hesse this year, the function of ensuring that payments 
Area to rebuild war-shattered medica] 10twithstanding financial difficulties by either landlords or tenants are 
libraries and aid recovery of medical under which the program has been made into an account with a bank in 
research in Germany. working since currency reform. Mr. the sector of Berlin in which the ab- 

The Public Affairs Institute, serving Raymond D. Healy, youth activities  sentee-owned property is located. 
as a liaison agency between German chief of OMG Hesse, said that more The decision to impose this restric- 

doctors and the American medical than 50,000 Hessian youngsters will tion on the flight of western currency 
profession, houses the main medical €@Mjoy summer camping facilities from Berlin was made in direct reply 

libiary. The medical department of during the current season, largely to a similar regulation imposed 
the institute lists 80 members, all through addition of 180 new camp previously in the Soviet Sector, Should 
prominent German physicians, heads leaders and advisers who completed landlords subject to the new 

of hospitals and public health officials. training courses during the early regulation fail to open special 

months of this year. accounts or to pay monies received 

One-Woman Campaign Two ‘international’ summer camps on behalf of their properties into 

Seeing at first hand the impacts of also are being set up in Hesse as an them, the currency control office is 

war on youth and their education with  ¢Xperiment in international good will, _ empowered to take over or delegate 
the resuitant confusion and disillusions Healy disclosed. These two camps, the administration of the property 

made Miss Elizabeth Means, a former Situated on the banks of the pic- concerned. (Continued on next page) 

US employee of OMG Bremens’s Edu- 
cation and Cultural Relations Division, 
determined to alleviate the con- 2 
ditions confronting young Germans. Cattle Arrive for Refugee Farmers 

On her return to Bloomington, Ind. gas S! 4 
she began soliciting help of the Indiana r ae | ‘ y 
Department of Education, making a hy oe ™ 
special trips to Washington and ai Ra oN 

appecling directly to the schools of \- rh % t 
Indiana to send gift packages to . oS - r 
Bremen. ee ; Be 

Because of her work, 236 packages ae i e S\ Bn 

filled with school supplies and clothing SS p | eek) Ym 
for the boys and girls of Bremen oe - ar | Oe ae | 
schools have been sent by the schools : i ) : f Sal on ara 
of Indiana to OMG Bremen’s Education 4 ~ " ad ie | . a < 

and Cultural Relations Division since ma f) \ t 4 niall = a 
last September for distribution. A com- * ] Nas: = ¥ k. 

mittee of German teachers handles , aoe pe) eee 1 a r i 

all the packages under supervision of faz i 2 ced “ae : ee 
E&CR officials, ae po Be 

Food and Drink Sixty-five head of cattle were The animals, Jersey Guernsey and 
Old Times—Germany's new postwar shipped from the United States for Holstein-Friesian heifers, were contri- 

Sausage, 60 percent meat and German refugee farmers and other buted by farmers from states all over 
40 percent vegetable protein, reached needy families but 68 animals disem- the United States. Under the terms of 

Sausage-hungry shoppers when the barked in Bremen. During the voyage, | the program which was started by the 
new product, seliing for 40 to 45 cents _ three calves were born. Brethren Church and other religious 
a pound was placed on sale in 52 Ham- The cattle were the first of approxi- organizations in the United States, the 
burg butcher stores. Sales were so mately 1,300 head being sent as a first heifer calf born by each cow will 
good that it is planned to triple the gift of the American Heifer Project be given to another refugee family 

retail outlets and to increase produc- Committee through CRALOG. From or organization so that the plan will 
tion of the new protein food so that Bremen they were shipped to Schles- be a continuing one. Mr, John Eberley, 
a may be offered to miners and other wig-Holstein for distribution among representative of the Brethren Church 

‘Savy workers in Germany's indus- German refugee farmers and church Commission, will supervise this pro- 

trial areas as well. organizations, gram in Germany. 
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Shades of Ludendorff licenses under provisions of General given the president of an adminis- 

Mrs. Mathilde von Ludendorff, License No. 1 of Information Control tralive district the right to order the 
widow of the late field marehal Erich Regulation No. 3. ; printing ofa periodical where such 

von. Ludendorff ‘and leader of ja Any person not otherwise prohibited periodical could . not be published 

nominally religious group, was en- by MG or German law will now be otherwise.” Dr. Newman found the 

joined by OMG Bavaria from holding permitted to publish newspapers, language of the paragraph insuf- 

a meeting in Erlangen on “The Pearie De relat ce taces ficiently clear to identify the purpose. 

ee Som acl af the without applying for an individual International Understanding 

Religious Affairs Bindi OMG license, However, publishers remain With a course specifically designed 
Bavaria, explained that the meeting subject to Section 6 of Regulation to promote international understand- 
was forbidden on the grounds that it No. 3 which prohibits the: publication ing, the Darmstadt Technical School 

3 tess 7 of Nazi ideas and activities arousing (Technische Hochschule) and Frank- 
was neither religious nol political, hostility and distrust or endangering furt University will jointly sponsor 
since Mrs. von Ludendorff's religious military security, a special three-week international 

background is questionable and ‘she Hesse Clauses Rejected—Dr. James summer course for 75 American and 

is not a member’ of jany recognized, ‘p. Newman, director of OMG Hesse, European students and 125 German 

political party. rejected two paragraphs of the Hessian students, The course will be from 
Dr. Eagan recalled that the von press law recently passed by the Aug. 8 to 28. 

Ludendorffs once founded a cult state legislature, on the grounds that During the first two weeks, courses in 

which advocated pure paganism, de- they violated the freedom of the press _ history and the philosophy of science 
fied such old Nordic gods as Thor which the law was designed to protect, will be emphasized. A number of 

and Wotan and strongly opposed the Paragraph 10 of the press law which foreign professors will give some of 

Catholic and Jewish faiths. The group would have imposed the granting of the courses. During the third week, 
headed by the marshal’s widow is editorial and news space for the the international student group will 

actually strongly nationalistic and rebuttal of facts and allegations made have the opportunity to participate 

militaristic, Dr, Eagan stated, adding in a periodical, editorially or as a_ in the bicentennial celebration of the — 
that “most of Hitler's theories on news item, was denied promulgation birth of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 
Aryanism are supposed to have because it would have obligated a Germany's greatest poet, whose home 

stemmed from the former von Luden- newspaper to “print material not con- had been in Frankfurt. 

dorff movement.” sidered necessary for the benefit of Pointing out that registration for 
the public and thus become a play- this international summer course is 

Press Laws ground for private and political argu- open, Dr. Franz Montgomery higher 3 
W-B_ Licensing Ends—Wuerttem- ments, thereby constituting a serious education chief of OMG Hesse, said i 

berg-Baden became the first state in infringement of the principle of that American and foreign students — 

the US-Occupied Area of Germany to freedom of the press.” wishing to enroll may apply to the — 
discontinue the individual publishing Section 19 of the law would have OMGH Higher Education Branch. — 

Applications should include a short — 
Z personal history, statement of major 

fields of interest, certification of 
facility in the German language, 

: 4 a certification by the applicant's univer- 

j Af al } Vv sity or college that he is in good 

| ‘ ss 4 ‘3 z standing and is recommended for the 

' te i ee ver A cea ae course, statement disclosing near 

2 Ses y 3 ‘ * hy f 7 . relatives in Germany, if any, and a ~ 

b | a, ve | small photograph. i 
eat ea Re) aap Ecrarevraee pees Bete Weare Rr de 

sa Lees Te aay eA 5 ¥ Syste A chs vi ta =6—- More Electricity 
, : e- RRO rN a eee The Bizone’s critical electric power 
a : : ss & &. So eS ah of ea tit situation has eased considerably 

kA he NENRRIN RESO ty during recent weeks because of in- 

: & Lowey 3s Be ee SY) svat a fr | fe —Ss creased rainfall and melting snow in 

—6 SN ye ee Oe I ee A? Weed fs mountain areas as well as the advent 

mS ERE e anh ew pa Pc of warmer weather and longer periods 

Nh NMSA 1 ay SRO Fy og YS of daylight, Bizonal electric power 
Tan ce) Jy pS + \ as . yee A consumption for April amounted to 

3 "3 re 4 1,666,000,000 kilowatt hours, a decrease 

Pree ; ‘ uk : of 176,000,000 kwh under the pre- 
vious month, 

Commemorating the birthday of King George VI of England on June 9, the New Plants — GARIOA counterpart 

Gordon Highlanders Scotch Regiment participated in the two-hour revizw  tunds amounting to DM _ 55,000,000 
along the Avenue of Flags before the Olympic Stadium in Berlin. The parade ($ 16,500,000) have been made avail- 

was reviewed by Maj. Gen. G. K. Bourne, commanding general of Brilish able through the Reconstruction 

troops in Berlin. In the reviewing stand were Maj. Gen. George P. Hays, US Loan Corporation as a first instalment 

deputy military governor, and Brig. Gen. Frank L. Howley, commandant of the for the 20 bizonal power plant pro- 

US Sector of Berlin. (US Army photo) jects which were given top priority 
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two months ago. Their ultimate total DNZ's New Press iy / 

cost will be DM _711,000,000 The first rotary printing press con- ‘ Ae 
($213,300,000), of which DM 631,000,000 structed in Germany since the war 

($183,900,000) are expected from cred- went into operation to print the : r 

its and loans. Munich edition of Die Neue Zeitung, : 

Military Government's official Ger- to 

Unusual Exports man-language newspaper. 
Hair from ox ears, pedigreed The new press, capable of printing re 

pigeons, glass eyes and raw marten 300,000 eight-page copies an hour 4 ee 

skins are among the unusual items and editions of 64 pages, was design- ios, . 

that have left Bavaria for world eq and constructed by the MAN ji } a 
oe ee to JEIA officials mma ee works in Augsburg. Its con- Nn Clayallee { 

: quired nearly two years “ 

The manufacture of glass eyes is a and its installations in Die Neue —_ 
century-old industry which, before the Zeitung’s plant began last fall. It Pp Pripringgiallee 

. oe cost more than $450,000. ‘Je > 
war, was concentrated in Thuringia. . ¥ 
Since the war refugees living near The new press enabled Die Neue oul - 
Coburg have revived the production  2¢itung to be issued with the stand- 
on a home-industry basis. In addition 274 five-column “Hamburg format | i ; 
to being used for stuffed birds, these and to discontinue the odd-size for- E By 
glass eyes are in demand in the toy mat dictated previously by the neces- N ? 

industry. The United States has been sity of using old presses of Goebbels’ i ] ! 
the leading purchaser of this com- Voelkischer Beobachter, former Nazi 
modity. Party house organ, which had been 4 : 

published in the same building prior 

Ox-ear hair, used in manufacturing to the arrival of US forces in Munich Pee oes C e Fi 

artists’ brushes, has been exported in in May 1945. bse ig - ' \] 
small quantities to the United States Only four printing plants were p 

and Canada. es. soot a Saat the ood Honoring General Lucius D. Clay fol- 
The United States has been a heavy ? Perey Ber lowing his retirement as US Military 
‘chaser of st and b ten Published by the Max Amann print- . ‘ purchaser of stone and baum marte! : ¢ Governor in Germany, the Berlin City 

skins from farms in the vicinity of ing trust for ee te taeae pees Magistrat renamed the main street 

Munich. This luxuriant fur is used. US-published Vicia Kurier ‘ind two Past the OMGUS headquarters com- 

primarily for ‘Iddiee” Hut misck pieces: others are under Russian control in Pound in the borough of Dahlem. The 
Bavarian mole skins also are CUr-  panin and Odessa. The fourth was former name had been for a member 

rently in considerable demand in dug from the rains, rehabilitated and f the ruling family which went out 
England, Sweden, Norway and 1.64 to print the first overt US Army of power in 1918. (US Army photo) 
Switzerland as well as the United newspapers in Munich for the Ger- —_ 

States. man people. 

Among other unusual items recent- Two 32-page rotary presses, similar April retail sales in the leather and 

ly shipped to the United States were to the Neue Zeitung press, were con- footwear industry were somewhat 
pedigreed blue and yellow pigeons, structed by MAN under the same higher than in March, but shoe 
shipped by plane from Munich to MG priorities and are in process of manufacturers were still holding off 
New York. delivery to German publishers in from buying leather from tanners in 

Frankfurt and Hamburg. The Frank- the hope that prices will be reduced. 

More Meat furt press, being installed by Die One trawler launched on May 10 
Production of 578,000 tons of meat Neue Presse, will also be used to and one trawler sailing for a trial 

in the three western zones was antic. Print the projected Frankfurt edition trip | on May 14 brought (the: tote) 
fpated in the 1949-50 meat program f Die Neue Zeitung. The second of the thirty-four 400-ton trawlers 
adopted by the German Livestock P™@SS was purchased by the Auer- authorized in the Bizonal Area)for 

Association. Of this, 527,000 tons is @*uck GmbH in Hamburg. postwar Construction. to 28) launched 
for the Bizonal Area as compared * and 14 operating. 
with 238,000 tons for 1948-49 Industrial Notes Average daily production of coal in 

: The Bizonal Department for Eco- the Bizone is more than 331,000 tons, 
The increase in the 1949-50 pro- nomics has established a new policy some 2,000 tons higher, than in March. 

gram results mainly from the in- to provide that prices for non-ferrous On May 12 a new postwar record of 
creased quota for pork, which is metals are established close to world 335,989 tons was achieved. 
253,000 tons, compared with the market prices and changed whenever A postwar record in German exports 

34,000-ton pork quota in 1948-49, the differences exceed five points. via Bremen was set in April with 

When the pig-fatiening program was New lower prices in Deutsche marks more than 148,000 tons of German 
instituted in the fall of 1948, only and US dollars were annouced as of products shipped to foreign countries 

30 percent of the pork from contract May 3 for the following: Copper, through the ports of Bremen, includ- 

fattened pigs could count against the DM 1,500 or $454; zinc, DM 1,090 or ing the Weser river ports of Brake 

quota. In 1949-50 the full amount of $330; lead, DM 1,160 or $350. The and Nordenham. The exported German 

Pork from contract fattened pigs will aluminum price remains at DM 1,840 goods consisted mainly of coal, 
count against the quota. or $558. cement and scrap. 
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oT Ee Ce LEE RE MEE NT ODETTE Meee fee ee ee eee “Carlo Schmid rose like a meteor, 
e e but his temperament is hardly ideal , 

G e rm a n E d 1 t oO r l a I s for that of a federal president. So 

i the choice of a president is still wide 
open... The coming elections will 
at any rate stir the German people 

Germany and the World the partition of Germany and that So- to its depths and will give the first 
The Mannheimer Morgen (Mann- cial Democratic and Christian Demo- real indication of the extent of politi- 

heim, Wuerttemberg-Baden, June 4) cratic Parties were chiefly to blame cal maturity that it and its leaders 

published an article by Heinz Liep- for this regrettable course of events: have developed. 

mann entitled: “Who Won the War?” “The partition of Germany has be- * * * 
Tt said: come a fact which will last for a long Berlin Business 

“European visitors comment with time and which only a great political Der Morgen (Berlin, Soviet licensed, 
great surprise on German recovery UPheaval can revise ... It has long “Fane 1): “Western Zone officials as 
and revival, unprecedented in modern been obvious that such partition could Well-as the Allisd Seemete (baleen 

history. Goods are freely sold in West only pe avoided Be ermans ide: that with the lifting of traffic restric- Germany which are still strictly Cided for neutrality between East and tions everything returned to normal 

mationed son-Unobtamable, in: many West aud coe EO. bing ourselves and that Western Berlin by itself 

Paces COS lee Crees Politically oy Te erALy ny the vest: would be able to overcome its econ- 
Densive and most Germans cannot But our party politicians did ex- omic difficulties. In reality, however. 
a‘ord them, but this is not merely actly the contrary see Therefore ey Western Sector industry now even 
a German problem... me bear the chief responsibility for the ore than ever needs’ financial aid, 

“The UN Economic Commission decisions in Paris tes How long the and more than that, from the outside. 

makes the astonishing report that partition will last will be largely de- "In addition to the small numbed 
West Germany, with 66 percent of its pendent on the continued existence of  o¢ large Western Berlin enterprises 

prewar production, is the country these parties, Should social and econ- which were able to maintain opera- 

which has made the quickest recovery omic conditions in West Germany, tions at normal levels and to sell 

from the consequences of the war... AEDIOVE “25%, the masses will give the their output due to the world-wide — 
It is therefore understandable when credit to CDU/SPD policies and ensure reputation of their products, there is 

one asks: ‘Who won the war?’... To their continued existence ... But the overwhelming number of medium 

this, however, we always reply: ‘You should we have a crisis a hefty op- sized and small enterprises which now : 

didn’t see the Nissen huts, the East position to these parties will develop.” should be given an opportunity to 
refugees, the ruins and the bellies *€ % ‘ complement and renew overage and 

SwOUSD yungnunger. Germany, lost inefficient machinery, to bring unused — 
the war, but, nevertheless, it seems to Federal Elections capacity back into production, and to 

be winning the peace.”. t The Fraenkischer Tag (Bamberg, replenish raw material stocks. 
The Muenchner Merkur (Munich-  Ravaria, June 2) discussed the com- “Tf Berlin, however, is now regarded 

June 3) answered Liepman’s article ing elections to posts in the federal only as a welcome market for all © 

i eteoeget co Py the Munich: government: those goods which for various rea- 
Deners : “The most difficult question will sons no longer find a market in 

Weil cua messuow- windows full Of be the selection of a president, who Western Germany, and if, in conse- 
goods nor the fact that a small minor- wit] be our foremost representative quence, a formidable stream of goods 
ity among us lives eS. peacetime in relations with foreign countries... flows to Berlin, this may well suit the 
can be used as a basis of compari- py Adenauer and Carlo Schmidt have Western Berlin population — from 
Pe The STERE Baes 0! our people are heen mentioned but neither are the consumer's point of view; how- 
still. suffering hardship or actual entirely suitable; Adenauer because ever, this is not the sort of economic 
mundane : s he has pulled too many boners, like aid which Western Berlin, of the mo- 

Wages ang salaries are practically is Berne speech, his suggestion that ment, needs most. 
the same as in 1938, but the cost of ‘Deutschland ueber alles’ be sung after “First of all Berlin needs capital. 
food has almost doubled and clothing the passage of the Basic Law, and his Short term credits which were made 
costs) ;three panes what it did then. clumsiness in connection with the available do not suffice, in particular, 

Rents have risen 20 percent, the cost choice of a capital site... since Western Berlin still suffers from 
Oper aa nog ane ughting ,00) Percent. ae the fact the pre-occupation accounts 
ht as pauls pepgcrae: tie: picture: of have not as yet been dealt with. A 
our situation one ought #0 ask our This section is devoted to careful and gradual release of these 

Braye nou ree at it means: to translations prepared by the accounts could give a considerable 
Suppor air ve aabresent-day. in: Scrutiny Board for the Informa- boost to the liquidity of numerous 
comes We) SUG ge waar Nir Liepmann tion Services Division, OMGUS, firms. In principle, however, only long 
Cone of editorials and reports in the term investments can be of help. At 

* * * German press, The publishing of this time negotiations are under way 
ig these translations is intended to for 50 million Marks from the Re- 

Paris Conference portray what the Germans are construction Loan Bank. 

The Stuttgarter Zeitung (Stuttgart, writing and thinking, and not “The Western Industry Committee 

June 3) said that the only apparent necessarily to give any concur- a few days ago again submitted a 
result of the Paris conference of the rence to their views and opinions. detailed memorandum, which does 
Foreign Ministers to date had been not conceal the difficulties of the 
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present situation, The committee restriction forget that only a few “This, however, is quite misleading, 
touches on one of the central pro- months ago they were lamenting the because only the smaller and medium 

blems when it states that an improve- much greater dangers of having too sized enterprises were left in private 

ment of the Eastmark exchange rate much money in circulation and were hands. All larger enterprises were ex- 
was necessary to make possible the longing for a condition in which _ propriated and incorporated either 
sale of goods to the Eastern Zone and money was properly valued, as is into the new nationalized enterprises 
Sector as long as a uniform German necessary tor a healthy economy... or into one of the 31 trusts compris- 
currency does not exist. “The period of deliberately-created ing the Soviet AG's. 

“This once again makes it plain, money shortage nears its end. The “A clearer picture, therefore, results 
how double-edged a sword the forced Central Laender Bank (Central State if the share of these different groups 
rate of exchange is in the final anal- Bank) has decided to loosen credit in over-all production is examined. 
ysis. It may be quite convenient for considerably . . . Prof. Erhard (Dr. The 126 Soviet AG's control somewhat 
certain consumers, but it spells death Ludwig Erhard, bizonal director of over 49 percent of the entire produc- 
to Western Berlin industry, whose economics) has announced that indus- tion; a like percentage is controlled 
market normally lies for the most try will soon get large sums of by the 4,700 nationalized enterprises; 
part in the Eastern Zone. medium and long-term credit... only 15 percent of total production 

“Berlin now offers the picture of a Therefore a slackening of the general fans to the 27,000 private firms. It may 
bloodless, exhausted town, devoid of tension and an end to the economic jhe stated, therefore, that over 80 per- 
all resources, and utterly dependent stagnation stigmata of recent months cent of the industrial capacity of the 
on support if finally it is to cease may be expected.” Eastern Zone is now controlled by 
living on its ever diminishing sub- K *K * the new Soviet trusts and nationalized 
stance. An American journalist re- e enterprises." 
cently called Western Berlin ‘the Soviet Zone Industry *K *K * greatest poor-house of the world’." The Telegraf (Berlin, British licensed, . 

He 4 4 May 29), in an analysis of the owner- Public Officials 

-_ ship structure of Soviet Zone  busi- The Schwaebische Post (Aalen, Wuert- 
German Securities nesses, commented: temberg-Baden, June 2) commented 

Die Welt (Berlin, British licensed, “There are about 30,000 to 32,000 In- Gn whether appointed public officials 
June 2): “Coincident with the recent dustrial enterprises in the Soviet Zone. may at the same time be legislators: 
strength of the Deutsche Mark at Some 27,000 of this number (excluding “Members of the legislature, for 
exchanges outside of Germany, there handicraft enterprises) are still in pri- instance, should represent the people, 
was also increasing demand for the vate hands. There are about 4,700 not a specified ministry. This would 
small number of German securities nationalized enterprises and only 126 jo} degrade a public official and 
which are still traded on these ex- Soviet AG's. Whenever Soviet Zone woulg not make him a second-class 
changes. Marked up were the Ger- politicians want to emphasize the con- citizen. He should be able to make 
man Young Loan from 4 to 11, the tinued importance of private business decisions without prejudice... If it 
Dawes Loan from 4 to 12, the Baden- jn their zone, they say that some 85 js practically impossible for one and 
werk Loan from 14 to 24, the Pottash percent of all enterprises continue in the same person to exercise the two 
Loan from 20 to 41, while the shares private hands, about 15 percent are functions in this fashion, a choice of AEG climbed from 4 to 10 and of nationalized, and not even a half per- must be made... 
Bemberg from 10 to 24.” cent is made up by the Soviet AG's. (Continued on next page) 

K *K *K 

: actA OOS ~ wages and Prices So Ss The Waldecker Kurier (Korbach, Seale ear NY WS 
Hesse, May 27) saw danger in the Re ) — WN ~ 
discrepancies between wages and Niet Vue sy AY M ~ 
prices: | _ Saae ; WA oy w\\ [es N The ‘Statistisches Reichsamt, Ham- ay SAS YY I , aD 7 Y burg’ has established the fact that Awe OS “dn erst ee 3 \ C4 while the cost of living has risen by \ Nae a” > | a ~ | 80 to 90 percent, wages have only ae os ee | |Z ve 7 WwW . wa 
gone up 6 to 7 percent. If we want to AN ae y lh * ~ \ en \ " y avoid another class struggle with all \ wal 4 — — . Gi its terrible accompaniments we must ie w | \ . pay in tr, leave no stone unturned to change i y ! S| My ~\ \ _———’, Sa this state of affairs... One needn't OY " & TEN i . 
be a prophet to foresee great tension X YZ i é “a LN ee ; x ‘ . . = an NSE YS ») : . coming, which will deeply shake our | Ze» BWW WA ; eS << economic and social structure if this Ze ew 7 _~ ae, , _ \e POT 
gap between wages and prices con- ot Gracie ae - , - we Ss a Sp tinues,"’ ieee ™ AO EF es ig eT eae AN The Darmstaedter Echo (Darmstadt, OS EE ee eee 

Hesse, May 28) took an optimistic Vom Alpha zum Omega —- ein Omen ftir die Besatzungszeit? view of the economic situation: 

“Most people who now complain Cartoon from Fraenkischer Tag (Bamberg, Bavaria, May 28). Translation: 
about the damage caused by credit “From Alpha to Omega — an omen of the occupation period? 
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“Wide circles of the people desire “Realizing that it is impossible to to judge whether they have acted 
a solution of this problem. They be- restore the ‘Black Front’ in West wisely or the contrary; and so will | 
lieve that the officialization of our Germany, Strasser undertakes aradical we." | | 
public life must cease, that we must change of course and has built an *K *K *K 
find a way out of the present bureau- ideological bridge to the SED... Now 
crat-ridden state of affairs if we are he wants to come to terms with the Freedom of Press 

ever to become a real democracy.” Russians and merge nationalist and The Weser-Kurier (Bremen, May 19), 

The Nordsee-Zeitung (Bremerhaven, communist interests... Evidently it approved of the merger of DENA and 
June 3) regarded as a healthy politi- means nothing to Strasser if five to DPD (US-and UK-licensed German 

cal sign the present lively compe-_ ten million Germans die in a new  ynews agencies) and made some com- 
tition for ministerial posts in the war." plimentary remarks on MG press 
future West German Federal Govern- *K *K *K control: 

ment: “The first rule of a daily press must 
“For one thing, the struggle now Export Trade be free and independent reporting, 

going on shows that none of the The Fraenkische Landeszeitung (Ans- which presents the readers with un- 

participants evidences any ‘fear’ of ach, Bavaria, May 28) prophesied gored fact and reveals its source 
acting as minister in the coming that exports will not be helped by of information. Many German jour- 
Federal Republic. This was hardly Germans taking over functions of the nalists have learned this principle 

the case a year ago.” Joint Export-Import Agency. It said: through their contact with Anglo- 
| x K * Now it nas an peer eed American journalism since the war's 

ing gradually broken end... An independent press must 
Fragebogen Amnesty Up... Germans are taking over its pe uninfluenced, either by special 

The Kasseler Zeitung (Kassel, Hesse functions... Well, of course these interests or an occupation power. It 
— June 7) said that following the German experts are thorough aS wmust be said that American and 
fragebogen political questionnaire always... British military governments have 
amnesty Military Government should “There's lots of confusion... re-  joyally done their part in upholding 
go a step further and release all  Stricted office hours for the public, this principle... 
political prisoners, “with the excep- conferences, bustling activity, etc. “The announcement that licensing 

tion, of course, of those convicted of Plans, orders, dispositions and tele- wij] be abolished as soon as press 

crimes... continued: phoning as well as it goes... and it Jaws are passed is the final cumulation 
“The new amnesty appears to be doesn't go well. of his policy. That this sort of thing 

the result of reconsideration enforced “Complaints are increasing... The takes place in a country occupied by 
by practical experience. MG, too, at individual officials aren't to blame; Military, after a crushing defeat, 

last realizes that the time has come they are overworked because of the before the signing of a peace pact, is 
to make an end of such matters. The yards of red tape. This time it’s the the most convincing proof of Amer- 
stones which will in consequence fall hopefully-awaited German admini- jan good will. The MG press policy 
from the hearts of the Fragebogen  Stration itself which is interfering ._— 4 ; yo ak 

: . ; " is ample evidence of the desire to 
sinners may prove to be useful in with the export trade. 
building up democracy... “ ‘ ¥ help Germany overcome the conse- 

“To continue this good start and quences of the war. The work of 

follow through with the release of Press Licensing Bonn requires a free press with a 
political prisoners ought to be the The Fuldaer Volkszeitung (Fulda, bg unhamp enn tF OPD ann 
first task of the new High Commis- Hesse, May 30) was gloomy over the e merger © tep that di we 
sioner... Inner political peace abolition of MG press licensing: mean a jong step in that direction. 
established through the liquidation of “It seems obvious that the Americans * * * 
pest mistakes will provide the best regard this as an experiment, as a . | 

basis for the success of the High means of ascertaining what progress Halder and Hitler | 

Commissioner's task.” nationalistic ideas have made and to The Passauer Neue Presse (Passau, — 
” " ” what extent the German people are Bavaria, May 19) commented on a 

. . . influenced thereby. Also whether the Pamphlet by Franz Halder, former 
Strasser's Nationalism democratic press is now strongenough German General and chief of the 

The Fuldaer Volkszeitung (Fulda, to stand on its own feet... It won't German General Staff to 1942, on 
Hesse, June 2) characterized Otto take long to find out. in Wuerttem- ‘Hitler as Commander in Chief’ and 
Strasser's attempts at collaboration berg-Baden 35 publishers of former shared the view of most other papers 

with the East Zone “National Front’ county sheets have already joined that while the presentation is objec- 

as a dangerous game: together to establish a mat service... tive, it condemns Halder and the 
“As is known, Strasser tried to An extraordinarily hard competitive other former German generals out of 

come back to Germany at the be- fight will now necessarily develop... his own mouth. The Passau editorial 
ginning of this year* in order to “At the end of this year or the continued: 
revive the ‘Black Front... The politi- beginning of next we will be able to “However, it must be said that he 
cal tactlessness of the Strasser circular get a general view of the battlefield once and for all disposes of the | 
letters led directly to a stiffening of and count the dead. Then the Ameri- legend of Hitler as the ‘greatest com-. 
the Western attitude toward Ger- cans will see the results of their mander of all times’ and shows how 
many..." General License No. 3* and be able he lost the war due to his own mili- 

* See “The New Nazism” in Press and Radio tary incapacity. His hallucinations 

section of Information Bulletin, Issue No. 155, * See ‘Press Laws‘ in Occupation Log section about being a great military strategist 
Feb. 22, 1949. of this Issue. led directly to Germany's downfall.” 
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ee ee ee oe ~6©6©6nis: departure for Paris. The purpose 
es ° OCN “ > ot - of the new qabr Diockade, or ae 

R. 64  weace | ameaméaanws@ 2 ee |. blockade’: as it has been calied,.. is 

L s I Fr ¢ 3s | C O ni im c hh i » o not to prevent supplies from reaching 

| ere mmmmmnm==s  Hheriin, but merely to make difficulties 

| and complications for their own sake. 

rmans. If the Russians do not The plan is a variation of the one 
Charter for Ger a ni accept the guarantees contained in long followed in the diplomatic field 

The Washington Post: The Signing the Bonn charter—and there is little by Mr. Molotov, and with considerable 
of the Bonn Constitution helps to ex- to suggest they will—then the course success. 

plain why the western foreign of the west Germans and the Western “At the various conferences which 
ministers so quickly rejected Mr. Allies is clear. It is to push ahead as followed the victory, Mr. Molotov’s 

Vishinskys plan to go back to te quickly as possible with the inte- practice was to interpose all manner 

four-power mechanisms ot me a gration of western Germany into of difficulties, obstacles and delays 
all of Germany. The new constitution western Europe. in matters in which the Soviet govern- 

is a reality, and makes it pointless for “The Bonn Constitution gives the ment had no conceivable interest. 
the Russians now to try to turn the German people the same liberties that When he deemed that he had suf- 

clock back to Potsdam. It is the cul- are constitutionally guaranteed to the ficiently exacerbated the patience of 

mination of more than two years 0! people of Germany's non-Communist the other conferees, Mr. Molotov 
effort by the Western allies to Hit neighbors: Denmark, Holland, Bel- would offer to withdraw his objections 
western Germany out of ruin and gium, France and Switzerland. This jn return for a concession on some 
despair. should make it easier to bring the matter of great concern to him. That 
“Much of this effort has gone ito new German republic into the Organi- Mr, Acheson is familiar with the 

economic rehabilitation; without Jation for European Economic Co- technique and is prepared to cope 

economic recovery the western zones gneration and into the new Council with it is indicated by his pre- 
would have become a slum in the of Europe. The only hope for @ ¢onference statement.” 

heart of Europe and a drain on the peaceful and stable Europe, as Gen- 4c se 4c 
resources of the occupying powers. ra] Clay told Congress, is ‘that we 
But there has also been a parallel and try to develop a Germany which sees Occupation Forces 
persistent effort to implant democratic Germany not alone but as a part of Chicago Daily News correspondent 

concepts into west German soil. it a new European concept.” Fred Sparks: “... The Germans do not 
will take at least a generation to show 4 4 4 want the American Army to go home 
whether this new German democracy — not yet. It is not that they enjoy 
can survive; the adoption of the new The Tepid War having GI Joe sitting on their chest. 
constitution at least suggests that the The Washington Post: ‘‘The Rus- They are just scared silly that if 

seed is sprouting. sians, whose plans for gaining control Joe gets off, GI Pan will take his 
“The constitution itself is Teutonic of the whole of Berlin were frustrated place... I have been touring Ger- 

in its thoroughness. It tries to guard by one of the most magnificent feats many—small villages, towns, cities, 

against every possible dispute over in the history of military aviation, and almost like a wailing chorus I 
its interpretation, and in the process have now reverted to their favorite have heard Germans say: 
becomes so complex as to be tactics of conciliation followed by “We have read that the Big 4 in 
unwieldy and perhaps unworkable. It nuisance and provocation ... the paris might agree to remove both 
may turn out to be no more per- Russians (who, through a lamentable Ryssians and American troops from 
manent than the choice of the little absence of foresight on the part of Germany... Frankly, we would not 

university town of Bonn as the the Potsdam conferees, have control he sorry to see you Americans go 
Capital of the new German republic. of the Helmstedt-Berlin highway, the hack where you came from and the 

“Yet, whatever its defects, the con- principal approach to the capital Russians also. But you are not poli- 

stitution is an improvement in at least from western Germany) suddenly,  tica] organizers."... 

three ways over the Weimar con- and with no warning, reimposed the “The rumors about American with- 
stitution of 1919. It rightly leaves blockade. drawal have also, I believe, hurt the 

enormous powers in the hands of the “This time the pretext waS 4 chance of getting decent men to co- 
Laender (states); it avoids proportional technical one, The Soviet military operate with the new Western Gov- | 

representation, which encouraged a government, acting beyond doubt 0n  ornment formed at Bonn. In the town 
multiplicity of parties and helped to instructions from Moscow, announced of Heidelberg a German professor told 
frustrate the Weimar Republic; and it that the order rescinding the blockade jo. ‘Jf 1 thought the Americans 
specifically guarantees the basic free- applied only to British, French and would really protect us for, say, 

doms to the two thirds of the people American convoys and not to German 10 years, I would work with the Gov- 

of Germany who live in the western transport. German truck drivers smment at Bonn'.” 

zones. The Bonn Constitution offers whose vehicles were laden with Ke 4c 
a basis for bringing the eastern zone highly perishable food supplies were ; 

into a genuinely democratic and halted and informed that their papers Comparison of Zones 

federalistic Germany, if the Soviet did not authorize them to use the Fd Haaker (NBC-News Roundup, 
masters of the eastern zone would highway. However, the movement of irom Berlin): “I have just returned 
agree, trucks using other routes into Berlin from a trip through the Russian Zone; 

“Mr. Acheson has said he would not was apparently not interfered wit’ I felt better about the Germans in our agree to any plan for a unified Ger- “Thus the cold war has been suc- 
many which, did not safeguard civil ceeded by a tepid war, as Secretary zone who also breathe and speak 

rights and fundamental freedoms for Acheson virtually said on the eve of freely... 
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, US Consul, San Salvador; US Consul, Monte- 
Offi e | N e video, Uruguay; US Consul, Caracas, Vene- 

| zuela. 
lj Cla a { otl Ce eC & French: Le Prefet, Brazaville, Africa; Le 

Prefet, Dakar, French West Africa; Le Prefet, 
(nn nS Alger, Algeria; Le Prefet, Yaounce, Ca- 

meroons; Le Prefet, Djibouti, Cote Des So- 
oo, malies; Le Prefet, Hanoi, Indochina; Le 

Agents of Absentee Owners individual upon presentation of EUCOM Prefet, Basse Terre, La Guadeloupe; Le Prefet, 
Promulgation of a general license permitting invitational travel orders and passport. Cayenne, La Guyane; Le Prefet, Fort De 

duly appointed agents of absentee owners of Relatives or friends of US, Allied and other France, La Martinique; Le Prefet, Saint Denis, 

stock interests in German corporate enter- Personnel accredited to the US Occupation La Reunion; Le Prefet, Tanrive, Madagascar; 

prises to exercise voting rights of the owners Forces are authorized under EUCOM Circular _ Le Prefet, Neumea, New Caledonia; Le Prefet, 
was announced by Property Division, OMGUS 67 to enter Germany on personal visits of Lome, Togo; Residence General, Rabit, Maroc; 

The license is effective in the US Control 30 days or less upon receipt of bona fide Residence General, Tunisia; Legation De 
Area of Germany, including the American invitations issued by EUCOM Headquarters. France, Sofia, Bulgaria; Ambassade De France, 
Sector of Berlin ' Sponsors must . . Nanking, China; Consulat De France, Madrid, 

—— +s . provide accommodations for Spain; Consulat De France, Athens, Greece; 
The measure, known as General license the visitor in regularly-assigned, family-type pain; ' ' ' 

No. 16 under MG La No. 52. Blocking and quarters, No increase of commissar al- Legation De France, Bagdad, Irak; Ambassade 
C t 1 of P t Ww ii ' , te a k lowances are authorized for 5 such De France, Teheran, Iran; Consulat De France, 
Control of Property,’ applies only to stoc visitors. or th individ ee vi 0 t Beyrouth, Lebanon; Legation De France, Mon- 
interests in enterprises whose properties were the command e ned ne Ss ey Mo er rovia, Liberia; Consulat De France, Bucarest, 

subject to MG Law Nr. 52 solely because of as guests.—From EUCO an- Roumania; Legation De France, Bangkok, 

the absentee-owned interest. It does not nouncement. Siam: Consulat De France, Damas, Syria; 

permit the voting of shares acquired by their eqs . Ambassade De France, Ankara, Turkey.—From 
present owners since 8th May, 1945, unless Military Entry Permits OMGUS announcement, 

they were acquired through inheritance or The list of American, British and French 
devolution or aue eee death. Applicable consuls and government agencies designated Schedule of Pay Days 
provisions © erman law will govern the by the Combined Travel Board as being in a exercise of the voting rights given by the wy: . wy: g The schedule of pay days for German and ; position to issue Military Entry Permits to : 
license. oo ; ; . persons traveling to or through the western non-German residents of Germany who are 

Property Division said that the license will zones of Germany and th t t f employed by the US Forces has been revised 
facilitate the immediate release to the present Berlin (see Travel Aid’ on erm een ° to provide a two-week interval between the 
German majority interest or management, given in the OMGUS * on eeent ) ‘rol. end of the earning period and the actual 
without loss of protection to the absentee- lows: announcement as fOl- pay day. 
owned interests, of several hundred properties a ; l f Arm : ut 
which have heretofore been kept in MG bee ee re nopartment a oe granOn can oe ees eon my wpe are Padget 
Property Control custody. The license will Ceylon; Minister of Ext, i “NEE ; ON °: received payment for their full net earnings 

peately re owner's ti om 0 ome ade- Delhi, India: Department “of Internal Affairs, for May on May 31. 

voting of the absentee-owned shares. peewy Wellington, New Zealand; Union Department On June 30, the employees will receive a 
The new procedure will principally benefit Of the Interior, Pretoria, South Africa; partial payment amounting to approximately 

minority shareholders, by giving a. general Department for Internal Affairs, Salisbury, 75 percent of their normal net earnings for 

authorization to their ‘agents to exercise some South Rhodesia; Passport Officer, Aden the month of June. On July 15, they will be 
influence upon management by the voting Colonial Office, Bahamas; the Governor, paid the remainder of their June earnings. 

a . aoe . Bridgetown, Barbados; Government Ad- Af Jul the full t i for th privilege. Heretofore, this privilege requined as : ter July, the full net earnings for the 
a special license in each case, both for ministration Officer, Jesselton, Borneo; Chief month will be paid on the 15th day of the 

minority and majority shareholders. Passport Officer, Georgetown, British Guiana; following month. For example, the wages or 
Owners of majorjty interests in German Pecretariat, Government Dept., Belize, British salaries for July will be paid on Aug. 15; 

properties have been able to secure release onduras; the Governor, Nicosia, Cyprus; the net earnings for August will be paid on 
of their properties to agents of their own rovernment Administration Officer, Port Stan- Sept. 15, etc. 

choosing, pursuant to steps previously taken Beth amen ens psrandsi the ap aetenet Previously, German and non-German resident 
by Military Government in its decontrol pro- 42) ane Govern Sone Kone ary cr In - employees of US Forces are paid at the end 
gram, since June 1497. The agents of the vio Ore ce Oe ston Ore tet m- of the calendar month for work performed 
majority interests could then exercise an Ont Officer Nal bi Kenya he Go F ass- during that month. The change in payroll 
effective voice in the management of the Fe Johns 'antiaue "oy oward ee ds. Con. procedures has been made in accordance with 
properties. troller of main ti aK a ae on- the European Command policy of reducing, 

Absentee owners of minority interests in Malayan Uni » the G uala, Valetta, whereever possible, the operating cost of 
properties which are being released to Ger- Malte, the Gove “> vous. M aletta, Occupation Forces to the German economy. 
man management in consequence of the new pitty Immiaration Othe ouls, aus: The new plan will provide a saving in 
license are being notified by Property Divi- Chief Immi roth ion Off cer, Mags, e8s administrative personnel and _ operational 
sion of the release, and advised of the Livingtone Northern Rhodesia: Dineen Im. costs.—From EUCOM announcement. 

provisions of General License No. 16. . migration Officer, Zomba, Nyasaland; the 
The new step in permitting proxy voting Governor, St. Helena; Passport Officer, Dar- Pay of French Employees 

was taken ine fon abe tae stock? oeeners es-Salam, Tanganyika territory; the Governor, French nationals working for the US Armed 

to exercise their rights as shareholders, and Port of Spain, Trinidad; Commissioner of Forces in European Command are now paid 
t lerate the MCG program to liquidate Police, Entebbe, Uganda; Consular Section their total wages in dollar instruments at 
to accelerate the prog o iq British Embassy, Kabul, Afghanistan; Con- their places of employment 
its property control functions by June 30. sular Section, British Embassy, Rangoon, ‘ 

Burma; Consular Section, British Embassy Under a _ previous agreement between 
Housi in H a . . tgs te . ae French governmental officials and American 
ousing esse Cairo, Egypt.; British Legation, Ethiopa; Visa Occupation Forces, French employees have 

Foreign visitors to Hesse were warned by section, rsh pegation, Rei Consular been receiving half of their continental wage 

OMG Hesse that approval for housing by Gout G. ‘tal Dat ion, Rejkjavik, Iceland; scale salaries at their place of employment in 
local mayors does not constitute permission Consul Medan ! cau Consul, Curacadi EUCOM, and the remainder has been forward- 
to enter Germany. . ; Haifa ' Palestine; Cons. 4 Surabaya; cone ed to the minister of finance in Paris for tax 

fficers, OMGH stated that reports have been Embassy Lisbon; Consul, Madeira,’ Consul, location deductions. 
received that visitors have tried to enter Beira, Africa; Consul, | Luanda, Angola; Under the new arrangement, which was 
Hesse on the basis of a letter from mayors Consul General, Lourenco Marques, Africa; effective from June 1, French nationals are 

stating that housing is available. In addition Consul, Ponta Delgada; Consular Section, held personally responsible for paying all 
to the housing approval, foreign visitors must British Legation, Jedda, Saudi Arabia; British taxes or other levies required by the French 
also have a valid military entry permit Legation, Transjordan; Consular Section, government, for settling debts contracted in 

Th ; ; . British Embassy, Moscow; Consular Section France, and for making allotments to their 
e MG officers were directed to inform British Embassy, Belgrade. ' families 

mayors to include this information in all] let- ' we . 
ters approving quarters for foreign visitors.— American: US Consul, Seoul, Korea; US The change affected approximately 16 
From OMGH announcement. Consul, Tokyo, Japan; US Consul, Manila, French citizens now working for EUCOM 

Phillipines; US Consul, Buenos Aires, Ar- installations. 
px Privileges for Visitors gentine; US Consul, La Paz. Bolivia; US Nationals of Great Britain, Luxembourg, 

Persons visiting members of the Occupation Consul, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; US Consul, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark and 
F : d g memb f EUCOM e Santiago, Chile; US Consul, Bogota, Colom- Switzerland who are employed by the US 
orces under provisions Of & regulations bia; US Consul, San Jose, Costa Rica; US Forces receive their total wages at their 

governing such visitors will be allowed to Consul, Havana, Cuba; US Consul, Ciudad place of employment in EUCOM. Under agree- 
make purchases at post exchange stores. Trujillo, Dominican Republic; US Consul, ments in effect in the early days of the oc- 

Previously, post exchange ration cards have Quito, Ecuador; US Consul, Guatemala City; cupation, part of the compensation of Allied 
not been issued to such visitors to the US Consul, Port Au Prince, Haiti; US Consul, and neutral employees was forwarded 
European Command. Under the new procedure, Tegucigalpa, Honduras; US Consul, Mexico directly to the respective governments for tax 
the military post where the visitor is staying City, Mexico; US Consul, Managua, Nicara- payment and other deductions.—From EUCOM. 
will issue a temporary PX card to the gua; US Consul, Panama City; US Consul, announcement. 
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Regulati Directi Publicati D egulatlons, lrectives, uUDHCAaATLONS, ocuments 
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Insiqni irli the Frankfurt Military Post; the 36th, 38th, of the new apparatus is based on standard 
Personnel a a for Airliit Work 54th, 501ist, 503rd, 506th, 523rd, 7880 & 7881st German models, modified under EUCOM 

units in EUCOM eae Army Ground Forces Labor Supervision Companies; the Trans- engineer instruction to suit US fire fighting 
the Department of the peer designated by portation Branch, of Headquarters, Berlin methods and incorporating American ideas 
receive the new ; ee rmy as eligible to Military Post; the 66th, 67th, 68th, 69th for greater efficiency of operation, — From 
serving a minimum of 90 d C-54 “direct for Transportation Truck Companies, Heavy; and EUCOM announcement. 

port of the airlift to Berlin ays in direct Sup: the 7oth, Jone sinh, S43rd and oath CON 
, ortation Tru ompanies. — From ‘ . 

The names and records of other eligible announcement. P Expulsion of Undesirable Persons 
fon units have been submitted by EUCOM Where a Military Government Court, pur- 

quarters to the Department of the Arm . * : ° suant to MG Ordinance No. 29, ‘‘Expulsion of 
for approval. The initial issue of the Fire-fighting Equipment Undesirable Germans,’’ recommends the ex- 
muniature gold-colored C_54 planes, which are The EUCOM chief engineer has authorized pulsion from the United States Zone of an 

Oo be worn on the occupation ribbon, will be a contract with a German ffire fighting undesirable German citizen not ordinarily 

distributed soon, equipment manufacturer for production or resident in the United States Zone ,or of a 
The following uni i 15 combination fire trucks and four aeria person not a German citizen. pursuant to 

General Orders as being: cligible a an ladder trucks at a total cost of more than MG Ordinance No. 30. ‘’Expulsion of Unde- 

Berlin airlift insignia: 16th Constabulary DM 750,000 ($225,000) for use by occupation sirable Non-Germans,’’ the Chief Attorney wili 
Squadron, 3rd Battalion; 16th Infantry Regi- fire fighting companies in the US Zone of forthwith submit to this headquarters the 
ment; Headquarters and Headquarters Detach- Germany and Austria. recommendation of the Court together with 

ment of the 24th Transportation Truck Bat- EUCOM fire prevention officials stated that a report cf the relevant facts of the case. 
Marni 959 Ordnance Medium Automotive the new fire trucks are needed to overcome The report will be addressed, in the case 
Trans iis Company, _Headquarters and present shortages of such equipment and to of United States citizens or nationais, or 
7795 Por ation Control Points I and II of the replace apparatus which has been in use persons claiming United States citizenship or 
Detach sPortation Corps Traffic Regulation since World War II combat and is. now Nationality, to the attention of the Legal 
ment. Hood 7798 Traffic Regulation Detach- becoming unserviceable. Division, this headquarters, and in all other 

ment’ of the jae and Headquarters Detach- The two-axle, dual-wheel fire trucks will cases _to the attention of the Civil Admi- 

tation; 1 b, 807 Motor Transportation Bat- be manufactured by the Carl Metz works af nistration Division, this headquarters, — — 
' abor Supervision Statf Section of Karlsruhe, Wuerttemberg-Baden. The design From OMGUS letter AG 015.3 (LD), May 27. 
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H approved by Military Government. types of coal, say for use in Hamburg. 
= In cases where the properties are not and make available for export other 

subject to transfer, according to the types of coal produced in the Ruhr. 

Why does the Joint Export-Import above, to either the original owner or As will be noted from the figures of 

Agency force German technicians to © @ successor organization, they export and import quoted in the 
work abroad at low wages to earn Were transferred to the Government question, only small quantities of coal] 

foreign exchange when their services of the State in which the property is are imported—and then, only when the 
could be used to advantage in Ger- located. All of these properties were corresponding export makes such a 

many? disposed of some time ago, with the transaction economically desirable. 

i exception of a few on which the facts (JEIA). 

a The Joint Export-Import Agency necessary for decision as to dis- c * * * 
oes not force anyone to work abroad. iti fil hee-determinéd f 

Germans who take positions overseas HOH ia sti e determined. Many foreign firms refuse to handle 

do so of their own volition. For the (EE-OMGUS). a product if the principal is free to 
most part these people are persons * * * appoint another agency in the same 

from the entertainment field, techni- Is it true that the Joint Export-Import area. Is it true that the Joint Export- 

cians or mechanics who install and 4Yency can only procure Marshall Import Agency will not approve the 
repair German-made equipment in Plan goods which are surplus in the appointment of exclusive foreign | 

other countries, and ordinally cover United States? agencies by German principals? 
a short period of time. They receive The Joint Export-Import Agency JEIA's policy is to discourage 
a certain percentage of their salary is procuring only such Marshall Plan pusiness practices which restrain 
in the currency of the country in goods which have been specifically competition, foster monopolistic con- 
which they work and the balance is requested by the Germans. The Ger- trols and which may have harmful 
paid to their dependents in Germany ™an requirements are drawn up by effects on the expansion of German 
or deposited in the worker's account German industrial and agricultural trade. However, an agency contract 
m Germany, The Deutsche Marks are experts. In filling these requirements, may be approved if it will create an 

converted at the rate of one mark JEIA follows the specifications sub- outlet for German goods where none | 
equals 30 cents. mitted by the industry groups of the would otherwise exist. JEIA rec | 

As to the question of salaries, Bizonal Economics Department, just ognizes that exclusive agencies are 
occasionally prospective employers aS is done on all Category “B" usually granted in the case ol 
offer the inducement of working imports. The majority of the ERP specialized products whose mainten- 
overseas with the idea that they can items being shipped to Germany are ance and repair require the agent 
pay low salaries. However, no con- not surplus to the United States. to establish and maintain  skillec 
tract is approved unless the German (JEIA). workers and in the case of products 
worker receives at least a salary 6 a ts whose introduction into a competitive 
which is comparable to that being Recently a statement appeared in field involves substantial advertising 
paid for similar work in the foreign the press that Germany exported and other development expenses. 

country concerned. All these agree- $29,000,000 worth of coal and at the  (JEIA). om 
ments specify that the travel expenses Same time imported $548,000 worth. * * * 

to and from Germany are paid by the While the import is only a small Why does not the Joint Export-Impor 

employer. (JEIA). percentage of the export, could not Agency make foreign exchange avail- 

* * Je the JEIA divert some of the export able for German exporters to ad- 
coal to the import areas and thus vertise in foreign publications? This 

What happened to former Nazi Party- conserve a great deal of trans- would certainly stimulate the sale 0 | 

owned properties? portation? German products abroad. 

Properties in Germany having Like many other commodities, It isa question of scarce foreign 
belonged to Nazi organizations were SPecial kinds of coal are required for exchange; however, German export 
disposed of in accordance with Con- Special purposes; it is, therefore, 3. who have Bonus “A” funds 
trol Council Directive No, 50 and ore economical to import specific ayailable may use the money for 

Military Government Law No. 58. advertising abroad. And there is 
This directive provides that properties solutely no restriction on direct mal 

which, before they became the prop- ae a aa a eaiae saamelees advertising. German firms are nov 
erty of the Nazi organization, which are forwarded to the Information permitted almost unrestricted use 
belonged to organizations such as Bulletin. Questions, especially those telephone and telegraph facilities te 
trade unions, consumer cooperatives, aes by Sea ED negotiate with their foreign customers 

Bol ie ybatles Be obaainer democtatic a the competeht authonty ‘oa the German firms are participating ™ 
organizations, and properties formerly subject will be requested to prepare foreign trade fairs, and facilities at 
devoted to relief, charitable. religious the reply. The questions must be available for German businessmen te 

or humanitarian purposes, are to be Sontined cto, ther sphere wohaUsc MAUtaTy. travel abroad, Air mail service from 
transferred to either the original Soa Oo aerated cacti ses sat Germany is now operating regularl 
owner or to a successor organization and at very reasonable rates. (JE 
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